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Abstract 
We consider classification problems in a variant of the Probably Approximately 
Correct (PAC)-learning framework, in which an unsupervised learner creates a discrimi- 
nant function over each class and observations are labeled by the learner returning the 
highest value associated with that observation. Consideration is given to whether this 
approach gains significant advantage over traditional discriminant techniques. 
It is shown that PAC-learning distributions over class labels under Ll distance 
or KL-divergence implies PAC classification in this framework. We give bounds on 
the regret associated with the resulting classifier, taking into account the possibility of 
variable misclassification penalties. We demonstrate the advantage of estimating the a 
posteriori probability distributions over class labels in the setting of Optical Character 
Recognition. 
We show that unsupervised learners can be used to learn a class of probabilistic 
concepts (stochastic rules denoting the probability that an observation has a positive 
label in a 2-class setting). This demonstrates a situation where unsupervised learners 
can be used even when it is hard to learn distributions over class labels - in this case 
the discriminant functions do not estimate the class probability densities. 
We use a standard state-merging technique to PAC-learn a class of probabilistic 
automata and show that by learning the distribution over outputs under the weaker 
L1 distance rather than KL-divergence we are able to learn without knowledge of the 
expected length of an output. It is also shown that for a restricted class of these 
automata learning under L1 distance is equivalent to learning under KL-divergence. 
XI 
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The following general abbreviations and terminology are found throughout the thesis: 
a(x, f (x)) - The expected cost associated with classifier f for an observation of 
x. 
J- The confidence parameter commonly used in learning frameworks. 
e- The accuracy parameter commonly used in learning frameworks. 
DE - Distribution D restricted to observations with label e. 
DFA - Deterministic finite-state automata. 
f*- The Bayes optimal classifier. 
gl - The class prior of label 2 (or a priori probability of Q). 
HMM - Hidden Markov model. 
Kullback-Leibler divergence. 
KL-divergence - Kull back-Lei bier divergence, I(DIID') 
Ll distance - The variation distance (also rectilinear distance). 
L2 distance - The Euclidean distance. 
OCR - Optical character recognition. 
XIII 
p-concept - Probabilistic concept, c: X -+ [0,1]. 
PAC - Probably approximately correct. 
PDFA - Probabilistic deterministic finite-state automata. 
PFA - Probabilistic finite-state automata. 
PNFA - Probabilistic nondeterministic finite-state automata. 
POMDP - Partially observable Markov decision process. 




The area of research classed as machine learning is a subset of the more general topic 
of artificial intelligence. Definitions of artificial intelligence vary between textsl but it is 
widely accepted that artificially intelligent systems exhibit one or more of a number of 
qualities such as the ability to learn, to respond to stimuli, to demonstrate cognition and 
to act in a rational fashion. This usually involves the design of intelligent agents, which 
have the ability to perceive their environment and act accordingly to stimuli. In relation 
to learning theory this behaviour manifests itself as the ability to respond to input ob- 
servations of the state of the environment. In the context of this work, the environment 
is usually an arbitrary domain X which can be discrete or continuous depending on the 
problem setting. The response of the agent can generally be categorised as one of two 
things -a classification of the observed data, or an estimate of the source generating the 
observations. The ability to make these responses comes as a consequence of learning 
from previously-seen observations. 
In the context of this thesis we will generally be concerned with solving classifi- 
cation problems. Classification problems involve selecting a label from a predefined set 
of class labels and associating one with an observation. The form of the observation 
depends on the setting of the problem, but in general the term observation can relate 
'See [43] for a summary of definitions. 
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to any number of measurements or recorded values. For example, in the context of 
predicting a weather forecast for tomorrow, "an observation" may consist of a measure- 
ment of the temperature, wind direction, cloud cover and movement of local weather 
fronts (among many others). In order to make a classification, some mechanism must 
be in place for the agent to "learn" how observations should be classified. This can 
come in the form of feedback on its performance given by either a trainer or from the 
environment or - as is the case in this thesis - the agent is provided with a sample of 
data and tasked with identifying patterns in the data from which to draw comparisons 
with future observations. This form of classification problem is in contrast to the related 
topic of regression, where rather than learning to link observations with class labels, the 
aim is to find a correlation between observed values and a dependent variable. The 
resulting regression curve can be used to estimate the value of the dependent variable 
associated with new observations. Note that regression maps the data observations to a 
continuous real valued scale rather than the finite set of class labels used in classification 
problems. 
In some settings it may be necessary to model the observed data rather than 
classifying observations. In this case the learner will examine a set of data and then 
output some sort of model in an attempt to approximate the way in which the data 
is being generated. In order to process complex data structures it is often useful to 
define such theoretical models to simulate the way in which data occurs. For example, 
natural language processing has sets of rules which define the way in which languages 
are generated, and these can be modeled using types of automata. In Chapter 5 we 
study a class of probabilistic automata and demonstrate how such a model can be learnt 
from positive examples by an unsupervised learner. In addition to automata, models 
such as neural networks, Markov models and decision trees are used to allow data to be 
modeled in an appropriate manner depending on the application. 
In classification problems it is common to see data sets being represented by 
distributions over class labels. In a situation where there are k categories of data spread 
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over some domain X, it is often the case that these k categories can be modeled by 
probability distributions over X (see [17]) -a form of generative learning. Generative 
learning can generally be described as generating a discriminant function over the data 
of each class label and then using these functions in combination to classify observations. 
This typically takes the form of estimating the distributions over each label and then 
using a Bayes classifier to select the most likely label for an element in the domain. 
An alternative approach is to establish the boundaries lying between the classes of 
data. In doing this we fail to retain the information about the spread of the data over 
each class, but instead we minimise the amount of data stored. Such a method is the 
use of support vector machines, which are a widely studied tool for classification and 
regression problems. This approach of finding decision boundaries between classes is 
known as discriminative learning and we shall look at the advantages and disadvantages 
of both the generative and discriminative methods in Section 1.2.4. 
1.1 Learning Frameworks 
To study a theoretical machine learning problem it is necessary to define the framework 
in which the algorithm is to function. The framework is basically a set of ground rules 
suitable for a particular learning problem - such as the way in which the data is generated, 
the way data is sampled, and restrictions on the distribution over the data, error rate and 
confidence parameters. Below we define some of the main learning frameworks relevant 
to the area of research. Further definitions or additional restrictions are given in later 
chapters as required. 
1.1.1 The PAC-Learning Framework 
The Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) learning framework was proposed by Valiant [45] 
as a way to analyse the complexity of learning algorithms. The emphasis of PAC algo- 
rithm design is on the efficiency of the algorithms, which should run in time polynomial 
in the accuracy and confidence parameters, e and b, as described below. 
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A hypothesis h is a discriminative function over the problem domain, which is 
generated in an attempt to minimise the classification error in relation to the hidden 
function labelling the data. We refer to the error associated with h as errh, and let 
err* be the error incurred through the optimal choice of h. 
Definition 1 In the PAC-learning framework an algorithm receives labeled samples gen- 
erated independently according to distribution D over X, where distribution D is un- 
known, and where labels are generated by an unknown function f from a known class of 
functions. F. In time polynomial in 1/e and 1/ö the algorithm must output a hypothesis 
h from class f of hypotheses, such that with probability at least 1- ö, errh < e, where 
c and 8 are parameters. 
Notice that in this setting, if fE 1-l, then err* = 0. Another important case 
occurs when f=F. In this case we say that .7 is properly PAC-learnable by the 
algorithm (see [26]). 
The PAC-learning framework is considered to be rather restrictive for the majority 
of machine learning problems. The worst case scenario must always be considered in 
which an adversary is choosing the distributions over the data and the class labels. PAC 
algorithms must work to the e and b parameters and always run in polynomial time for 
the given classes of labelling functions and any distribution over the data. In practice 
these conditions are not generally necessary as some restrictions on the distributions 
and functions can be implemented without limiting the usefulness of the algorithms. 
Many of the negative results associated with the PAC framework are driven by the 
assumption of distribution independence ([35], for example) - where the distribution 
of the observations over the domain is independent of the distributions over the class 
labels. 
A particular issue with the PAC framework is the requirement that the data is 
labeled by a function from a known class of functions, which is impractical in most 
situations. This is due both to the fact that in many practical situations the class of 
functions is unknown and also the fact that the target may not be a function at all 
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(labels may be generated stochastically). These are framework specific problems so 
slight relaxations of the framework allow for a wider range of problems to be examined. 
1.1.2 PAC-Learning with Two Unsupervised Learners 
In [22] Goldberg defines a restriction of the PAC framework in which an unknown function 
f: X --º {0,1} labels the data distributed by D over domain X. This data is divided 
into subsets f-1(0) and f-1(1), and each learner attempts to construct a discriminant 
function over one of these sets. When prompted by the algorithm, each learner returns 
the value its function associates with a given value of xEX. To classify an instance 
each learner is prompted to return a value associated with the corresponding x, and the 
learner returning the higher value labels that instance (it is given the class label of the 
data from its learning set). The learners have no knowledge of the label associated with 
the data made available to them and no knowledge of the prior probabilities of each 
class label2. 
Note that the learners can create functions by approximating the distribution over 
data of their respective class labels and then returning the probability density associated 
with xEX. In this case, if class priors are known, then the algorithm can use a Bayes 
classifier to return labels of observations. Note also that the unsupervised learners are 
not only denied access to the class labels, but they have no way of measuring the 
empirical error of any classifier based on their respective discriminant functions. This is 
in contrast to the majority of machine learning algorithms, where the ability to minimise 
empirical error may prove to be a useful tool. 
Formally, we use the definition of the framework from [23] (Definition 1, p. 286), 
where data has label £E {0,1} and Dp represents D restricted to f -1(e), which says: 
Definition 2 Suppose algorithm A has access to a distribution P over X, and the 
output of A is a function f: X --+ R. Execute A twice, using Dl (respectively Do) for 
'It should be noted that this is equivalent to the case where the learner has access to "positive" and 
"negative" oracles with no knowledge of the class priors (as in [27]). 
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P. Let fl and fo be the functions obtained respectively. For xEX let 
h(x) =1 if fl (x) > fo(x) 
h(x) =0 if fi(x) < fo(x) 
h(x) undefined if fl(x) = fo(x) 
If A takes time polynomial in 1/c and 1/d, and h is PAC with respect to e and b, then 
we will say that A PAC-learns via discriminant functions. 
Note that "access" to a distribution means that in unit time a sample (an 
observation of X, without a label) can be drawn from the distribution. 
1.1.3 Agnostic PAC-Learning 
A common extension of the PAC framework is the Agnostic learning framework (see [5], [32] 
for example), whereby knowledge of the class of target concepts .T 
is not assumed. Since 
the hypothesis class f may not contain a function which accurately matches the process 
labelling the data, an agnostic PAC algorithm must attempt to minimise misclassifica- 
tion error in relation to the optimal hypothesis in 9-l - the aim is to achieve an error no 
greater than e above the optimal error given class W. 
Definition 3 In the agnostic PAC framework an algorithm receives labeled samples 
generated independently according to distribution D over X, where distribution D is 
unknown, and where labels are generated by some unknown process. In time polynomial 
in 1/e and 1/5 the algorithm must output a hypothesis h from class 7-l of hypotheses, 
such that with probability at least 1- S, errh < err* +E, where e and 8 are parameters. 
Note that the framework still requires the adversarial restraints of complying 
with the worst case scenarios. 
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1.1.4 Learning Probabilistic Concepts 
Probabilistic concepts (or p-concepts) are a tool for modeling problems where a stochas- 
tic rule, rather than a function, is labelling the data. We use the notation described in 
[31], such that X= [0,1] is the domain, and p-concept c is a function c: X --º [0,1]. 
The value c(x) is the probability that a point at xEX has label 1 (therefore the 
probability of the point having label 0 is equal to 1- c(x)). The framework for learning 
p-concepts is similar to the agnostic PAC framework - the difference being that in this 
case the data is being labeled by a process from a known class of probabilistic rules, 
whereas the agnostic setting assumes no knowledge of the rule labelling the data. The 
aim of an algorithm learning within the p-concept framework is to minimise the error of 
its associated classifier, and it should be noted that the optimal classifier commonly has 
a non-zero error associated with it due to the stochastic nature of the labelling rule. 
1.2 Learning Problems 
Learning theory differentiates between two main types of off-line3 learning problems, 
although others do exist. In the context of a classification problem, supervised learning 
occurs when data consisting of observations and the corresponding labels is sampled. 
The algorithm is trained with this data and there is the potential for data with different 
class labels to be treated in different ways (for instance the problem of learning mono- 
mials described in [22], where unsupervised learning agents can solve the problem if they 
have knowledge of the label associated with the data set they are given4). Classification 
problems are learnt by supervised learners as the algorithm must have knowledge of the 
labels in the training data in order to be able to output a class label when classifying an 
observation. 
3Data is sampled and learning takes place prior to the algorithm performing its output functions, as 
opposed to online learning where the algorithm receives data observations "on the fly". 
'For instance, the learner given data with label 0 defines a discriminant function fo(x) =2 and the 
learner with label 1 returns the value 1 if some criteria is met and 0 otherwise. 
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Unsupervised learning is the setting of learning with a data set containing obser- 
vations with no associated labels. Unsupervised learning algorithms typically attempt 
to recreate the process from which the data is sampled. An example of such an un- 
supervised learning problem is the problem in Chapter 5 of attempting to recreate the 
distribution over outputs of the target automaton - the data in this case consists of ele- 
ments of the domain. Such distribution approximation is a common task of unsupervised 
learning. 
A related topic is semi-supervised learning, which will not be covered in any 
detail here but is worth mentioning due to current research uses in active fields such 
as computer vision. Semi-supervised learning is the process of using both labeled and 
unlabeled data to solve classification problems [48]. This will be discussed in the context 
of generative and discriminative learning later in this chapter. 
1.2.1 Distribution Approximation 
In order to analyse how good an approximation of a distribution is, we need a way 
to measure the distance between two distributions. We define two such methods in 
Section 1.4, namely the variation or Ll distance, and the Kullback-Leibler divergence or 
KL-divergence. Both are commonly used measurements. The variation distance is an 
intuitive measurement as it represents closeness in a way that can inspected manually 
and draws direct comparisons with the related quadratic distance. The KL-divergence 
is a widely used measurement as it represents the loss of information associated with 
using the estimated distribution instead of the true distribution. It is also the case that 
minimising the KL-divergence between a distribution and the empirical distribution of 
data leads to the maximisation of the likelihood of the data in the sample [1]. There 
have been a variety of settings in which it has been necessary to learn distributions 
in the PAC sense of achieving a high accuracy with high confidence, for example [14] 
shows how to learn mixtures of Gaussian functions in this way, [13] learns distributions 
over outputs of evolutionary trees (a type of Markov model concerning the evolution 
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of strings), and [30] addresses a number of distribution-learning problems in the PAC 
setting. 
The technique used to approximate the distributions over labels in Chapter 3 
is known as a kernel algorithm. Kernel algorithms are widely used to solve density 
estimation problems (see [171 for example). The idea behind kernel estimation is to give 
some small probability density weighting to each observation in a data set, and then sum 
over all of these weightings to produce a distribution. Given a sample of N observations 
we generate N distributions, each one integrating to 1/N and centred at the point of 
an observation on the domain. We then sum these densities across the whole domain 
and the resulting distribution is likely to be representative of the distribution over the 
sample, given certain assumptions about the "smoothness" of the target distribution. 
In many cases it can be shown that there is a correlation between Ll distance 
and KL-divergence. In [1] it is shown that the learnability of probabilistic concepts (see 
Section 1.1.4) with respect to KL-divergence is equivalent to learning with respect to 
quadratic distance, and therefore to Ll distance. In a similar sense, Chapter 2 shows 
that learning a distribution with respect to L1 distance is equivalent to learning under 
KL-divergence for a restricted subset of distributions. 
Distributions can also be defined by probabilistic models such as Markov models 
and automata. In Chapter 5 we consider the problem of learning probabilistic automata, 
where the success of the learning process is judged by the proximity of the probability 
distribution over all outputs of the hypothesis automaton to the distribution over outputs 
of the target automaton. 
1.2.2 PAC-learning via Unsupervised Learners 
In [22] a variant of the PAC framework is introduced to allow for PAC-learning classifi- 
cation problems to be solved via unsupervised learners, where sampled data is separated 
by class label and each subset is learnt by an unsupervised learner5. The framework is 
SThis general approach of learning through distributions over classes used in conjunction with a Bayes 
Classifier is discussed in [17]. 
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defined in Section 1.1.2, and we shall extend this to the more general case of learning 
k classes. 
Although the algorithms are supervised learning algorithms as the labels of ob- 
servations are present in the training data, the fact that the learning process used by 
each agent is unsupervised leads to the name "classification via unsupervised learners". 
There are several reasons for breaking the problem down in this way and learning each 
class separately. First, it seems the natural way to approach many problems, such as the 
optical digit recognition in Chapter 3. Finding boundaries between the classes of data 
seems to be a less intuitive way of solving the problem. In image recognition, the process 
generating a digit will choose a digit and then generate the corresponding symbol rather 
than vice versa. In addition to this the process of learning from each class in isolation al- 
lows for data from classes to overlap and for this to be reflected by the model. This class 
overlap is something which cannot occur under the traditional PAC-learning framework, 
which renders the framework too strict for solving most practical learning problems. In 
order to compensate for this, it is shown in [22] how to extend the framework to allow 
for this type of overlap in a similar way to that of the framework for learning probabilistic 
concepts (see Section 1.1 for explanations of all of these frameworks). Also in the case 
of a practical problem such as optical character recognition, the fact that each class 
has been modeled in isolation means that any additions to or reductions from the set 
of class labels is easily implemented. The models would not have to be recalculated - 
data from the new class would simply be used to construct an additional class model. 
It is also noted that despite the fact that dividing the problem into unsupervised 
learning tasks can often make it possible to model the class label distributions, this 
is not necessarily the case (as in Chapter 4). The aim of the learners is simply to 
produce a set of discriminant functions which work in conjunction with each other 
- not necessarily to model the distributions themselves. However, in most situations 
the approach of modeling the distributions is likely to be the desired method due to 
the benefits described in Section 1.2.4. Other methods of estimating the conditional 
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probability distribution labels exist, such as the use of neural networks [7] or logistic 
regression. 
One of the motivations for this topic is the uncertainty of how to learn a multi- 
class classification problem with a discriminative function (see [3]). There is no obvious 
way of extending many discriminative techniques such as support vector machines to 
separate more than two classes. The problem stems from the way that the method finds 
a plane of separation between pairs of classes - but where there are more than two 
classes to separate, there must be some ordering given to the way in which these planes 
are calculated. Whatever order is chosen it must be the case that the classes of data are 
being treated differently, whereas when using unsupervised learners to learn each class 
no differentiation is made between the classes. 
1.2.3 PAC-learning Probabilistic Automata 
As the other chapters all cover problems associated with learning classifiers which is a 
supervised learning problem, Chapter 5 deals with the task of modeling an automaton. 
Probabilistic deterministic finite-state automata, or PDFA, are a useful model for many 
machine learning problems. Speech recognition and natural language learning can both 
be modeled by PDFA, and learning PDFA in the PAC-framework has been shown to 
yield useful results in such practical settings ([41] demonstrates algorithms for building 
pronunciation models for spoken words and learning joined handwriting). 
Expanding on results of [41] for learning acyclic probabilistic automata with a 
state-merging method (see [8]), [10] shows that PDFA can be PAC-learnt in terms of 
KL-divergence, although this requires that the expected length of an output is known 
as a parameter. A further requirement is that the states of the automaton are /I- 
distinguishable - that all pairs of states emit at least one suffix string with probabilities 
differing by at least z. In [30] it is shown that PDFA are capable of encoding a noisy 
parity function (which it is accepted is not PAC-learnable), and [24] shows that the prob- 
lem in [10] can be learnt using a more intuitive definition of distinguishability between 
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states allowing for more reasonable similarity between states. 
We show that by using a weaker measurement of distribution closeness - L1 
distance rather than KL-divergence - it is possible to dispense with the parameter of 
the expected length of an output. We also give details of a method of smoothing the 
distribution (based on observations made in Chapter 2) in order to estimate the target 
within the required KL-divergence, although the method for applying this smoothing is 
computationally inefficient. Smoothing of distributions and functions has been examined 
in [1] where algorithms for smoothing p-concepts are given, and a similar method was 
used in [13] over strings of restricted length. 
1.2.4 Generative and Discriminative Learning Algorithms 
By PAC-learning (see Section 1.2) with two unsupervised learners (see Section 1.2.2) we 
aim to construct discriminant functions over the domain for each class label and then 
classify data using the functions constructed in correspondence with one another. This 
is a generative method of learning. We shall now define this term and introduce new 
terms in order to make the distinction between two forms of generative learning, which 
we describe as "strong" generative learning and "weak" generative learning, as there is 
some variation in the literature as to the precise meaning of the term "generative". 
Definition 4 Generative Learning aims to solve multiclass classification problems by 
generating a discriminant function fy(x) :X -º R, mapping elements of domain X to 
real values, over each label yEY, such that label y maximising fy(x) is given to an 
observation x. 
Strong generative learning is a specific case of generative learning (widely referred 
to as generative learning in the literature), defined as follows. 
Definition 5 Strong Generative Learning solves multiclass classification problems of pre- 
dicting the class label yEY from an observation xEX (in other words arg maxy{Pr[yjx]}), 
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by seeking to find the distribution of Pr[xly] over each class y, which can then be used 
to estimate Pr[xly]. Pr[y]. 
In other words, strong generative learning estimates the joint probability distri- 
bution over X and Y. It is generally assumed that the class prior, or a priori probability 
Pr[y] (see Section 1.4.2), is known - or at least that it can be estimated relatively 
accurately from a random sample of data - as we are more interested in the process of 
estimating the distributions over each label. 
Definition 6 Weak Generative Learning is the method of generative learning with a 
discriminant function that is not an estimate of the probability density over that class. 
In contrast to generative learning, discriminative algorithms consider the data 
of all class labels in conjunction with each other, and attempt to find a method of 
separating the classes. 
Definition 7 Discriminative Learning calculates estimates of class boundaries in a mul- 
ticlass classification problem, producing a function to classify data with respect to these 
decision boundaries with no reference to the underlying distributions over observations. 
Of course, although we have used the term "estimates of class boundaries", in 
practice it is often the case that no such well-defined boundaries exist and that some 
overlap occurs between classes. This is one of the weaknesses of discriminant learning, 
in that information about the nature of the class overlap in the empirical data is lost. 
There is a general question concerning whether there are classes of problems 
which can be learnt discriminately but not by generative algorithms. Although dis- 
criminative algorithms seem to be theoretically capable of learning a larger class of 
problems [35], this is balanced against the fact that creating an approximation of the 
process generating the data is often advantageous in terms of the additional knowledge 
retained by the learner. We explore this further in Chapter 3, where we demonstrate a 
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practical application of a generative method. We demonstrate the advantages of esti- 
mating the distributions over class labels in the context of optical digit recognition -a 
popular machine learning problem. 
We choose the setting of optical digit recognition due to the availability of a 
good data set for which there is a wealth of known results. It is shown that by learning 
the distribution representing each of the digits we gain an advantage over standard 
methods when extending the problem to learning strings of images given some predefined 
contextual rule. For instance, we examine the problem of learning strings of three digits 
which must sum to a multiple of ten. The fact that the distributions have been estimated 
therefore allows for backtracking in cases where an error has been made, and ultimately 
allows a large proportion of mistakes to be corrected. 
For the sake of comparison, we test two methods of optical digit recognition. 
The method outlined above, estimating the distributions over class labels is a genera- 
tive technique. In contrast to this we demonstrate a discriminative algorithm that is 
commonly used in practice when solving classification problems. The technique used is 
a nonparametric technique known as the k-nearest neighbours algorithm, for which an 
observation is compared to the k closest observations in the data sample, and the label 
most prolific in those cases is used to label the observation. Despite the simplicity of 
this approach it is known to be surprisingly effective. 
Strong generative learning is the same as "informative learning" as described 
in [42]. In this paper the authors compare the usefulness of the approaches of discrimi- 
native and strong generative learning 
Semi-supervised learning 
As previously mentioned, semi-supervised learning can be used to implement aspects of 
both discriminative and generative learning in situations where both labeled and unla- 
beled data is observed. In computer vision learning problems (such as object recognition) 
it is difficult to rely on supervised learning alone due to the lack of labeled data (the 
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labelling must be performed by humans or highly specialised agents on the whole). It 
is shown in [37] that discriminative algorithms may perform less well on small amounts 
of data than generative algorithms (specifically the generative approach of the naive 
Bayes model and the discriminative method of using a linear classifier/ logistic regres- 
sion). A typical method of combining the two varieties of learning is to learn from the 
labeled data using a discriminative algorithm, and then apply the resulting classifier to 
the unlabeled data. The unlabeled data fitting well within the decision boundaries is 
then classified with the appropriate label and then the algorithm is trained again using 
this augmented data set. This is known as self-training. Another method, co-training, 
is to divide the feature set into two subsets, and learn from the labeled data using two 
discriminative algorithms - one using each subset of features. Again, once the classifiers 
have been learnt, they are applied to the unlabeled data, and the new data labeled by 
each algorithm is used to augment the data set of the algorithm using the other subset 
of features before the training is repeated. Research into the optimal way of combining 
discriminative and generative classification is discussed in recent papers [33] and [16]. 
1.3 Questions to Consider 
A question posed by Goldberg (in [22], [23]) is whether a class of learning problem 
exists which is solvable within the PAC-learning framework but not PAC-learnable using 
unsupervised learners. More generally we must examine the question of how much 
harder it is to learn if we must learn the distributions over classes. This problem is 
considered in part in Chapter 2. Here we show that if the distributions over labels 
have been PAC-learnt in polynomial time, then we are able to PAC-learn the associated 
classifier (of course we are not talking about PAC-learning in the strict sense - rather 
in the agnostic setting). However, this leaves open the question in relation to PAC- 
learning distributions and whether this is always possible. This problem of learning 
distributions has been discussed in 1.2.1 and Chapter 5 is concerned with learning the 
class of distributions representing PDFA 
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In [22] it is speculated that by restricting the distribution over observations to 
one belonging to a predefined subset (as was necessary to learn the class of monomials 
and rectangles in the plane using unsupervised learners in the same paper), it may 
be the case that PAC-learning using unsupervised learners in this restricted setting is 
equivalent to strict PAC-learning. In [23] a looser definition of the problems setting 
is also stated, where Definition 2 has the additional aspect that the distribution D 
over all observations is accessible by the algorithm. This leads to results such as the 
learnability of a restricted class of monomials as mentioned above. The equivalence 
of PAC-learning via discriminant functions (see Definition 2) to various related forms 
of learning framework is shown. It is shown that (under the noisy parity assumption) 
learning in this way is distinct from PAC-learning under uniform noise. It follows that 
this unsupervised learners framework is less restrictive. 
The main questions we consider are the following: 
" Are there problems learnable under the standard PAC conditions which are not 
learnable with unsupervised learners? 
. What advantage is gained by learning with unsupervised learners over a discrimi- 
native algorithm? 
. How much harder is it to learn with unsupervised learners? 
1.4 Terms and Definitions 
We now define a variety of terminology that is used throughout the thesis. Any symbols 
or terms used in the later chapters are generally defined at the time of use, but as there 







Figure 1.1: L1 distance. 
1.4.1 Measurements Between Distributions 
Suppose D and D' are probability distributions over the same domain X. The L1 
distance (also referred to as variation distance) between D and D' is defined as follows. 
Definition 8 L1(D, D') = fX ID(x) - D'(. r) I (Lx. 
We usually assume that X is a discrete domain, in which case 
Li (D, D') _D (x) - D'(x)I 
The L1 distance between distributions D and ! )` is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The shaded 
region represents the integral between the two curves, or the sum of the differences over 
a discrete scale. 
The Kullback-Leibler divergence (KL-divergence) between distributions I) and 
D' is also known as the relative entropy. It is a measurement commonly associated 
with information theoretic settings, where I) represents the "true" distribution and U' 
represents an approximation of D. 




Note that the KL-divergence is not symmetric and that its value is always non- 
negative. (See Cover and Thomas [12] for further details. ) 
1.4.2 A Priori and A Posteriori Probabilities 
In multiclass classification problems data is generated and labeled by some random 
process according to the particular learning problem being studied. The term "a priori 
probability" of a data sample having label £ is the probability that a randomly generated 
point will be given label t by the process labelling the points, prior to the point being 
generated. The a priori probability of a label P is also referred to as the class prior of f, 
which is denoted gp. 
Definition 10 9e = EXEX Pr (fix) . D(x) 
The probability of an instance being labeled t given that it occurs at xEX is 
known as the "a posteriori probability" of label f, and is denoted Pr (eIx). 
It is assumed in Chapter 2 (and a similar assumption is made in Chapter 4) that 
the a priori probabilities of the k classes are known. This may or may not be the case 
depending on the setting, but it is a reasonable restriction to make on the problem. In 
reality these class priors can be estimated within additive error e using standard Chernoff 
Bounds, from a sample size polynomial in e, 6 and k, with confidence at least 1-J. 
1.4.3 Loss/Cost of a Classifier 
The performance of a classifier (or discriminant function) is usually assessed by way of a 
loss function (or cost function)6. The most basic loss function is a linear loss function - 
the function incurs a unit loss for any misclassification of a data point and a loss of zero 
otherwise. In multiclass classification problems a cost matrix may be defined, whereby 
the cost of misclassifying data varies according to the label assigned. 
6The terms loss and cost are used interchangeably in this context. 
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Let ,C be the set of all class labels and let f be a discriminant function defined on 
domain X, such that f: X --+ G. A cost matrix C may be used (it is often unnecessary - 
for instance in the case of 2 classes) to specify the cost associated with any classification 
- where cif is the cost of classifying a data point which has label i as label j. In the 
case of a basic linear loss function the matrix would consist of a grid of is with Os on 
the diagonal, with cif =0 if i=j, and 1 elsewhere. 
We often use Dt to signify the distribution over data with label t in multiclass 
classification problems, where D is a mixture of these distributions weighted by their 
class priors gt, D(x) = F-lEG91. D1(x). 
The expected cost, a(x, f (x)), associated with classifier f at a given value x in 
the domain is the sum of the cost ct f(x) associated with each label fEG, weighted by 
the a posteriori probability of that label at x, which is gg. D1(x)/D(x). 
Definition 11 a(x, f (x)» = EpEGgp. Dp(x). D(x)-l. cp fiýý. 
The risk associated with function f is the expectation of the loss incurred by f 
when classifying a randomly generated data point. The risk is obtained by averaging 
a (x, f (x)) over X. 
Definition 12 R(f) = JXEx D(x). a(x, f (x)) dx = fxEx EtEc gl. Dt(x). ci f(r) dx. 
Over a discrete domain, this is equivalent to 
R(f) =EI: 9e"De(x). ce f(x)" 
xEx LEt 
The general aim of a classification algorithm is to output a function which min- 
imises its risk. The Bayes classifier associated with two or more probability distributions 
is the function that maps an element x of the domain to the label associated with the 
probability distribution whose value at x is largest. This is a well-known approach for 
classification, see [17]. Given knowledge of the true underlying probability distributions, 
the optimal classifier is known as the Bayes optimal classifier. 
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Definition 13 The Bayes Optimal Classifier, denoted f *, is the classifier in 1-l minimis- 
ing the risk such that: 
f*= arg min EE gi. Dt(x). cp f(x) 
xEX tEG 
over discrete domain X. 
In cases where R(f*) > 0, the goal is still to minimise the risk associated with 
the classifier - but since the risk cannot be reduced to 0, the aim is to achieve a risk as 
close to R(f *) as possible. For this purpose the term regret is introduced, where regret 
is equal to the risk associated with the classifier in question, minus the risk associated 
with the optimal classifier. 
Definition 14 Regret(f) = R(f) - R(f *). 
1.5 Synopsis 
The contents of each chapter are as follows: 
Chapter 2- PAC Classification from PAC Estimates of Distributions 
In this chapter we examine the problem of solving multiclass classification tasks in a 
variation of the PAC framework allowing for stochastic concepts (including p-concepts) 
to be learnt. For the method of learning each class label distribution using unsupervised 
learners, we show that if these distributions can be PAC learnt under Ll distance or 
KL-divergence then this implies PAC learnability of the classifier by using the Bayes 
classifier in conjunction with these estimated distributions. A general smoothing tech- 
nique showing the equivalence of learning under L1 distance and KL-divergence for a 
restricted class of distributions is described. 
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Chapter 3- Optical Digit Recognition 
Here we study the practical task of optical character recognition, and use the method of 
estimating distributions over each class label (as described in Chapter 2) with unsuper- 
vised learners to classify images of handwritten digits. We compare the results obtained 
using this method with the results obtained by using a standard discriminative algorithm 
- the k nearest neighbour algorithm. Having seen how the algorithms compare for sin- 
gle digit recognition, we explore the benefits of the strong generative learning approach 
when classifying strings of digits obeying a variety of contextual rules. 
Chapter 4- Learning Probabilistic Concepts 
We show that unsupervised learners can be used to solve the problem of learning the 
class of p-concepts consisting of functions with at most k turning points, as an extension 
to the problem solved in [31] of learning the class of non-decreasing functions. 
It should be noted that the algorithm used is not a strong generative algorithm 
as the learners do not attempt to model the distributions over the classes. Rather this 
demonstrates that a weak generative algorithm can be used in situations where it is hard 
to estimate the distributions over labels, and an example is given of why this is the case. 
Chapter 5- Learning PDFA 
Probabilistic automata are a widely used model for many sequential learning problems. 
As probabilistic automata define probability density functions over their outputs they 
are also useful in conjunction with the methods of Chapter 2. We learn a class of 
probabilistic automata with respect to L1 distance, using a variation of an established 
state-merging algorithm, and show that the use of this distance metric allows us to 
dispense with the need for the parameter of expected string length (as is necessary 
when learning with respect to KL-divergence as shown in [10]). We demonstrate that 
the method of smoothing from L1 distance to KL-divergence in Chapter 2 can be used in 
relation to a restricted class of probabilistic automaton, which shows that for this class, 
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learning under L1 distance is equivalent to learning under KL-divergence (although this 
is far from efficient). 
Chapter 6- Conclusion 
Finally we draw conclusions about the respective benefits and drawbacks of performing 
classification using unsupervised learners. We discuss the benefits of the generative 
learning approach and the implications of applying such techniques to practical problems. 
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Chapter 2 
PAC Classification from PAC 
Estimates of Distributions 
In this chapter we consider a general approach to pattern classification in which elements 
of each class are first used to train a probabilistic model via some unsupervised learning 
method. The resulting models for each class are then used to assign discriminant scores 
to an unlabeled instance, and a label is chosen to be the one associated with the model 
giving the highest score. This approach is used in Chapter 3 where learners give scores 
corresponding to the digit they have been trained on to images of digits, and [6] uses this 
approach to classify protein sequences by training a probabilistic suffix tree model (of 
Ron et al. [41]) on each sequence class. Even where an unsupervised technique is mainly 
being used to gain insight into the process that generated two or more data sets, it is 
still sometimes instructive to try out the associated classifier, since the misclassification 
rate provides a quantitative measure of the accuracy of the estimated distributions. 
The work of [41] has led to further related algorithms for learning classes of 
probabilistic finite state automata (PDFAs) in which the objective of learning has been 
formalised as the estimation of a true underlying distribution over strings output by 
the target PDFA with a distribution represented by a hypothesis PDFA. The natural 
discriminant score to assign to a string is the probability that the hypothesis would 
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generate that string at random. As one might expect, the better one's estimates of label 
class distributions (the class-conditional densities), the better the associated classifier 
should be. The aim of this chapter is to make precise that observation. Bounds are 
given on the risk of the associated Bayes classifier (see Section 1.4.3) in terms of the 
quality of the estimated distributions. 
These results are partly motivated by an interest in the relative merits of esti- 
mating a class-conditional distribution using the variation distance, as opposed to the 
KL-divergence. In [10] it has been shown how to learn a class of PDFAs using KL- 
divergence, in time polynomial in a set of parameters that includes the expected length 
of strings output by the automaton. In Chapter 5 we examine how this class can be 
learnt with respect to variation distance, with a polynomial sample-size bound that is 
independent of the length of output strings. Furthermore, it can be shown that it is 
necessary to switch to the weaker criterion of variation distance in order to achieve this. 
We show here that this leads to a different-but still useful-performance guarantee for 
the Bayes classifier. 
Abe and Warmuth [2] study the problem of learning probability distributions using 
the KL-divergence via classes of probabilistic automata. Their criterion for learnability 
is that-for an unrestricted input distribution D-the hypothesis PDFA should be as 
close as possible to D (i. e. within e). Abe et al. [1] study the negative log-likelihood loss 
function in the context of learning stochastic rules, i. e. rules that associate an element 
of the domain X to a probability distribution over the range Y of class labels. We 
show here that if two or more label class distributions are learnable in the sense of [2], 
then the resulting stochastic rule (the conditional distribution over Y given xE X) is 
learnable in the sense of [1]. 
If the label class distributions are well estimated using the variation distance, 
then the associated classifier may not have a good negative log-likelihood risk, but will 
have a misclassification rate that is close to optimal. This result is for general k-class 
classification, where distributions may overlap (i. e. the optimum misclassification rate 
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may be positive). We also incorporate variable misclassification penalties (sometimes 
one might wish a false negative to cost more than a false positive - consider, for example, 
the case of medical diagnosis from image analysis), and show that this more general loss 
function is still approximately minimised provided that discriminant likelihood scores are 
rescaled appropriately. 
As a result we show that PAC-learnability and more formally, p-concept learn- 
ability (defined in Section 1.1 - see Chapter 4 for further explanation), follows from 
the ability to learn class distributions in the setting of Kearns et al. [30]. Papers such 
as [13,20,36] study the problem of learning various classes of probability distributions 
with respect to KL-divergence and variation distance, in this setting. 
It is well-known (noted in [31]) that learnability with respect to KL-divergence 
is stronger than learnability with respect to variation distance. Furthermore, the KL- 
divergence is usually used (for example in [10,29]) due to the property that when 
minimised with respect to a sample, the empirical likelihood of that sample is maximised. 
It appears that Theorem 16 is essentially a generalisation of Exercise 2.10 of 
Devroye et al's textbook [15], from 2 class to multiple classes, and in addition we show 
here that variable misclassification costs can be incorporated. This is the closest thing 
that has been found to this Theorem which has already appeared but it is suspected 
that other related results may have appeared. Theorem 17 is another result which may 
be known, but likewise no statement of it has been found. 
2.1 The Learning Framework 
We consider a k-class classification setting, where labeled instances are generated by 
distribution D over Xx {1, ..., k}. The aim is to predict the label Q associated with 
xEX, where x is generated by the marginal distribution of D on X, DUX. A non- 
negative cost is incurred for each classification, based either on a cost matrix (where 
the cost depends upon both the hypothesised label and the true label) or the negative 
log-likelihood of the true label being assigned. The aim is to optimise the expected cost, 
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or risk, associated with the occurrence of a randomly generated example. 
Let D1 be D restricted to points (x, e), £ k}. D is a mixture Ee 1 gbe, 
where E1 g= = 1, and gt is the a priori probability of class Q. 
The PAC-learning framework described previously is unsuitable for learning stochas- 
tic models such as the one described in this chapter. Note that PAC-learning requires 
the concept labelling data to belong to a known class of functions, and in this case a 
stochastic process is generating labels. Instead we use a variation on the framework 
used in [31] for learning p-concepts - as described in Section 1.1 - which adopts per- 
formance measures from the PAC model, extending this to learn stochastic rules with k 
classes. Rather than having a function c: X -º [0,1] mapping members of the domain 
to probabilities (such that c(x) represents the a posteriori probability of an instance at 
x having label 1), we have k classes so the equivalent function would map elements of 
X to a k-tuplet of real values summing to 1, representing the a posteriori probabilities 
of the k labels for any xEX. 
Our notion of learning distributions is similar to that of Kearns et al. [30]. 
Definition 15 Let D,, be a class of distributions over n labels across domain X. Vn 
is said to be efficiently learnable if an algorithm A exists such that given e>0 and 
5>0, and access to randomly drawn examples (see below) from any unknown target 
distribution DE Dn, A runs in time polynomial in 1/e, 1/5 and n and returns a 
probability distribution D' that with probability at least 1-ö is within e Ll distance 
(alternatively KL-divergence) of D. 
The following results show that if estimates of the distributions over each class 
label are known (to an accuracy in terms of e, with confidence in terms of 6), then 
the discriminative function optimised on these estimated distributions is such that the 
function operates within e accuracy of the optimal classifier, with confidence at least 
1-b from a sample size polynomial in these parameters. 
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2.2 Results 
In Section 2.2.1 we give bounds on the risk associated with a hypothesis, with respect to 
the accuracy of the approximation of the underlying distribution generating the instances. 
In Section 2.2.2 we show that these bounds are close to optimal, and in Section 2.2.3 
we give corollaries showing what these bounds mean for PAC learnability. 
We define the accuracy of an approximate distribution in terms of L1 distance 
and KL-divergence. It is assumed that the class priors of each class label are known. 
2.2.1 Bounds on Regret 
In terms of Ll distance 
First we examine the case where the accuracy of the hypothesis distribution is such that 
the distribution for each class label is within c Ll distance of the true distribution for 
that label, for some 0<E<1. Cost matrix C specifies the cost associated with any 
classification, where c=j > 0. It is usually the case that cif =0 for i=j. 
The risk associated with classifier f over discrete domain X, f: X -º {1, ..., 
k}, 
is given by R(f) _ E. EX 
Ek 1 cif(., ). gz. Di(x) (as defined in Definition 12). 
Let f* be the Bayes optimal classifier, and let f'(x) be the function with optimal 
expected cost with respect to alternative distributions Di', iE {1, ..., k}. For xEX, 
f*(x) = argminjE 1cjj. gt. D; (x), and 
f'(x) = arg minj Ej jcj . g1. D; (x)" 
Recall that "regret" is defined in Definition 14 such that Regret(f') = R(f) - 
R(f *). 
Theorem 16 Let f* be the Bayes optimal classifier and let f' be the classifier associated 
with estimated distributions Di. Suppose that for each label iE {1, ..., k}, L, (Di, Dj') < 
e/gj. Then Regret(f') < e. k. max=j{ca? }. 
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Proof: Let Rf(x) be the contribution from xEX towards the total expected cost 
associated with classifier f. For f such that f (x) = j, 
k 
Rf(x) = Eoij"gi"Di(x)" 
i=1 
Let rj, -j(x) 
be the increase in risk for labelling x as £' instead of Q, so that 
TPA-£(x) = Ek 1 cjti. gj. Dz(x) ->1 cj . gj. 
Di(x) 
(2.1) 
_ Ej i(cje, - c; t). gi. Di(x). 
Note that due to the optimality of f* on Di, Vx EX: rf, (x)_f-(x)(x) > 0. In a similar 
way, the expected contribution to the total cost of f' from x must be less than or equal 
to that of f* with respect to D= - given that f' is chosen to be optimal on the Dti 
values. We have Eý 1 c=f, (x). gi. D'(x) < Ei 1 c; f*(y). gi. D''(x). Rearranging this, we 
get 
k 
E Da(x). g . 
(Cif-(x) 
- Cif'(., )) >_ 0. 
(2.2) 
i=1 
From Equations 2.1 and 2.2 it can be seen that 
Tf, (x)-f'(ý)(x) F 1(Di(x) - Di'(x)) "9i. 
(cif, (x) - cif-(x)) 
E1I (Di(x) - Di(x))) "9i" 
I (cif, (x) - cif-(x)) 
Let di(x) be the difference between the probability densities of Di and Dz at 
xEX, di(x) = JDi(x) - Di(x)l. Therefore, 
Icifi(ý) - ci f. (x)t. gi"di(x) 
i=1 
< max{cif}. gi. di(x). 
i=1 
In order to bound the expected cost, it is necessary to sum over X. 
kk 
Tfý(ý)-f. (ý)(x) max{cjj}. gi. di(x) _ max{cif}. gi" 
E di(x). (2.3) 
XEX XEX i=1 i=1 xEX 
Since L1(Di, Di) < Elgi for all i, ie. ExEX di(x) < e/gi, it follows from 
Equation 2.3 that ExEXT(x) < ýý` 1 maxi{cif}. gi. 
(t)" This expression gives an 
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upper bound on expected cost for labelling x as f'(x) instead of f *(x). By definition, 
Eiex -r(x) = R(f') - R(f *) = Regret(f'). Therefore it has been shown that 
k 
R(f'), < R(f*) + e. max{cjj} < R(f *) + e. k. max{cjj}, 
i=1 3 
and consequently that Regret(f') < e. k. max23{cjj}. Q 
In terms of KL-divergence 
We next prove a corresponding result in terms of KL-divergence, for which we use the 
negative log-likelihood of the correct label as the cost function. We define Pr; (x) to be 
the probability that a data point at x has label i (the a posteriori probability of i given 
x), such that Pri(x) = gi. Di x 
(E. 
igj. Dj(x)) . We define X -º Rk, where 
f (x) is an estimation of the a posteriori probabilities of each label iE {1, ..., k} given 
xEX, and let fi(x) represent f's estimate of the a posteriori probability of the i'th 
label at x, such that E, ` 1 fi(x) = 1. The risk associated with f can be expressed as 
R(f) =Z D(x) -log(fi(x)). Pri(x). (2.4) 
xEX i=1 
Let f* :X -+ Rk output the true class label distribution for an element of X. 
From Equation 2.4 it can be seen that 
R(f*) => D(x) E -1og(Pri(x)). Pri(x). (2.5) 
xEX i=1 
Theorem 17 For f: X-, RI` suppose that R(f) is given by Equation 2.4. If for each 
label iE {1, ..., k}, I(D2I JD') < e/gi, then Regret(f) < ke. 
Proof: Let R1(x) be the contribution at xEX to the risk associated with classifier 
f, Rf(x) _ Ez 1-log(f; (x)). Pri(x). Therefore R(f) _ ExEX D(x). Rf, (x). 
We define Pr'i(x) to be the estimated probability that a data point at xEX has 
i 
label iE {1, ..., k}, from distributions D=, such that Pri(x) = gi. D' 
(Eý-, 
gj. Dj(x)) . 
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It is the case that 
R fi(x) = D(x). Z- log (Pri(x)) . Pri(x). 
i=l 
Let fi(x) denote the contribution to additional risk incurred from using f as 
opposed to f* at xEX. 1 We define D' such that D'(x) = Ez 1 gi. Di'(x) (and of 
course D(x) = Ek 1 gi. D1(x)). From Equation 2.5 it can be seen that 
k 
fi(x) =R fi(x) - D(x). 
E- log (Pri(x)) . Pri(x) 
i=1 
k 
= D(x). E Pri(x). log (Pri(x)) - log (Pri(x))) 
i=1 
= D(x). 
Z (9i"Di(x)) log g- log gi CCC 






- D(x) log 
C 
D (x) i=1 z / 
We define I(DIID')(x) to be the contribution at xEX to the KL-divergence, 
such that I(DIID')(x) = D(x)log(D(x)/D'(x)). It follows that 
k 
ý(x) _ (gi"I(DiII Di)) - I(DD'). (2.6) 
xEX i=1 
We know that the KL-divergence between Di and V is bounded by e/gi for 







Due to the fact that the KL-divergence between two distributions is non-negative, 
an upper bound on the cost can be obtained by letting I(DIID') = 0, so R(f')-R(f *) < 
ke. Therefore it has been proved that Regret(f') < ke. O 
'The contribution towards Regret(f'). 
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2.2.2 Lower Bounds 
In this section we give lower bounds corresponding to the two upper bounds given in 
Section 2.2. 
Example 18 Consider a distribution D over domain X= {xo, xl}, from which data 
is generated with labels 0 and 1 and there is an equal probability of each label being 
generated (go = gl = 2). Di(x) denotes the probability that a point is generated at 
xEX given that it has label i. Do and Dl are distributions over X, such that at 
xEX, D(x) = 2(Do(x) + Di(x))" 
Suppose that DO and Di are approximations of Do and Dl, and that Ll (Do, DO) _ 
90 = 2e and Ll(DI, Di) = 91 = 2e, where E= e' + -y (and -Y is an arbitrarily small 
constant). 
Given the following distributions, assuming that a misclassification results in 
a cost of 1 and that a correct classification results in no cost, it can be seen that 
R(f*)= 2-e': 
Do(xo) =2+, E', Do(xi) =2-E 
Di(xo) =2- E', Di(xi) =2 +E. 
Now if we have approximations Do and Di as shown below, it can be seen that 
f' will misclassify for every value of xEX: 
1,1 
Do(xo) =2 -'Y, Do (xi) =2 +'Y, 
-7. Di(xo) =2 +7, Di(xi) =1 
This results inR(f') = 2-{-e'. ThereforeR(f') = R(f*)-}-2e' = R(f*)--2(e--y). 
In this example the regret is only 2-y lower than R(f *) + e. k. maxi{c; j}, since 
k=2. A similar example can be used to give lower bounds corresponding to the upper 
bound given in Theorem 17. 
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Example 19 Consider distributions Do, Dl, Do and Di over domain X= {xo, x j} 
as defined in Example 18. It can be seen that the KL-divergence between each label's 
distribution and its approximated distribution is 
)log \I 
(Do II Dö) =I (D1 II Di) =( 
1+ E i+ +EI log i\2 
2-7 2/ 2+-y 
The optimal risk, measured in terms of negative log-likelihood, can be expressed 
as R(f *) =- (2 + c') log (2 + c') - (2 - E') log (2 - c'). The risk incurred by using f' 
as the discriminant function is R(f) =- (2 +, E') log (2 - y) - (2 - e') log (2 + ry) . 
Hence as ry approaches zero, 
11 
R(, f/) = R(f*) 'i- 2 'I' E/log 
++2- E) log 
(=ý) 
= R(f*) + E. 
2.2.3 Learning Near-Optimal Classifiers in the PAC Sense 
We show that the results of Section 2.2.1 imply learnability within the framework defined 
in Section 2.1. 
The following corollaries refer to algorithms Ada, 99 and Ada93'. These algorithms 
generate classifier functions f: X --º {1,2,... , k}, which label data in a k-label clas- 
sification problem, using Ll distance and KL-divergence respectively as measurements 
of accuracy. 
Corollary 20 shows (using Theorem 16) that a near-optimal classifier can be con- 
structed given that an algorithm exists which approximates a distribution over positive 
data in polynomial time. We are given cost matrix C, and assume knowledge of the 
class priors gi. 
Corollary 20 If an algorithm AL, approximates distributions within Ll distance e' with 
probability at least 1- 8', in time polynomial in 1/e' and 1/8', then an algorithm 
Adass exists which (with probability 1- b) generates a discriminant function f with an 
associated risk of at most R(f *) + e, and Acia39 is polynomial in 1/5 and 1/e. 
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Proof: Aclass is a classification algorithm which uses unsupervised learners to fit a 
distribution to each label iE {1, ..., k}, and then uses the Bayes classifier with respect 
to these estimated distributions, to label data. 
AL, is a PAC algorithm which learns from a sample of positive data to estimate 
a distribution over that data. Aciass generates a sample N of data, and divides N into 
sets IN,, -, Nk}, such that 
Ni contains all members of N with label i. Note that for 
all labels i, INiI 9i"INI. 
With a probability of at least 1- 2(b/k), AL, generates an estimate D' of the 
distribution D= over label i, such that LI(Di, D') < e(gi. k. maxij {cif})-1. Therefore 
the size of the sample (Nib must be polynomial in gj. k. maxaj{cj1}/e and k/b. For all 
iE {1,..., k} gi < 1, so 1Nil is polynomial in max=i{cif}, k, 1/e and 1/8. 
When Ada, s combines the distributions returned by the k iterations of AL, there 
i is a probability of at least 1-b/2 that all of the distributions are within e (gi. k. maxij{cif})- 
L1 distance of the true distributions (given that each iteration received a sufficiently large 
sample). We allow a probability of ö/2 that the initial sample N did not contain a good 
representation of all labels (-sdi E {1, ... k} : IN il g;. INI ), and as such - one or 
more iteration of AL, may not have received a sufficiently large sample to learn the 
distribution accurately. 
Therefore with probability at least 1-8, all approximated distributions are within 
e(g2. k. max=i{cjj})-1 Ll distance of the true distributions. If we use the classifier which 
is optimal on these approximated distributions, f', then the increase in risk associated 
with using f instead of the Bayes Optimal Classifier, f*, is at most e. It has been 
shown that AL, requires a sample of size polynomial in 1/e, 1/S, k and maxfj{cif}. It 
follows that 
kkG( Of 





Corollary 21 shows (using Theorem 17) how a near-optimal classifier can be con- 
structed given that an algorithm exists which approximates a distribution over positive 
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data in polynomial time. 
Corollary 21 If an algorithm AKL has a probability of at least 1-b of approximat- 
ing distributions within c KL-divergence, in time polynomial in 1/E and 1/S, then an 
algorithm Aclass' exists which (with probability 1- ö) generates a function f that 
maps xEX to a conditional distribution over class labels of x, with an associated 
log-likelihood risk of at most R(f *) + e, and Ad,,,,, is polynomial in 1/b and 1/e. 
Proof: Ado,,, ' is a classification algorithm using the same method as Ada,,, in Corol- 
lary 20, whereby a sample N is divided into sets {N1, ..., Nk}, and each set is passed to 
algorithm AKL where a distribution is estimated over the data in the set. 
With a probability of at least 1- 2(S/k), AKL generates an estimate D' of the 
distribution Di over label i, such that I(D; jjD') < e(gi. k)-1. Therefore the size of the 
sample INgI must be polynomial in gi. k/e and k/b. Since gi < 1,1N11 is polynomial in 
k/e and k/b. 
When Adass' combines the distributions returned by the k iterations of AKL, 
there is a probability of at least 1- 6/2 that all of the distributions are within e(g=. k)-1 
KL-divergence of the true distributions. We allow a probability of 5/2 that the initial 
sample N did not contain a good representation of all labels (-'Vi E {1, ... k} : INiI sz, 
g2. INI). 
Therefore with probability at least 1-5, all approximated distributions are within 
e(gt. k)-1 KL-divergence of the true distributions. If we use the classifier which is optimal 
on these approximated distributions, f', then the increase in risk associated with using 
f' instead of the Bayes Optimal Classifier f *, is at most c. It has been shown that AKL 
requires a sample of size polynomial in 1/e, 1/6 and k. Let p(1/e, 1/3) be an upper 
bound on the time and sample size used by AKL. It follows that 
kk 




2.2.4 Smoothing from Ll Distance to KL-Divergence 
Given a distribution that has accuracy e under the Ll distance, is there a generic way 
to "smooth" it so that it has similar accuracy under the KL-divergence? From [13] this 
can be done for X= {0,1}'a, if we are interested in algorithms that are polynomial 
in n in addition to other parameters. Suppose however that the domain is bit strings 
of unlimited length. Here we give a related but weaker result in terms of bit strings 
that are used to represent distributions, as opposed to members of the domain. We 
define class D of distributions specified by bit strings, such that each member of V is a 
distribution on discrete domain X, represented by a discrete probability scale. Let LD 
be the length of the bit string describing distribution D. Note that there are at most 
2LD distributions in D represented by strings of length LD. 
Lemma 22 Suppose DED is learnable under Ll distance in time polynomial in ö, e 
and LD. Then D is learnable under KL-divergence, with polynomial sample size. 
Proof: Let D be a member of class D, represented by a bit string of length LD, and 
let algorithm A be an algorithm which takes an input set S (where ISI is polynomial in 
c, ö and LD) of samples generated i. i. d. from distribution D, and with probability at 
least 1- b returns a distribution DLI, such that L1(D, DLl) < E. 
Let ý= 12 (e2/LD). We define algorithm A' such that with probability at least 
1-5, A' returns distribution DLI, where L1(D, D'Ll) < Algorithm A' runs A with 
sample S', where IS'1 is polynomial in ý, S and LD (and it should be noted that IS'I is 
polynomial in e, S and LD). 
We define DLD to be the unweighted mixture of all distributions in D represented 
by length LD bit strings, DLD(X) = 2-LD EDEDD(x). We now define distribution 
DKL such that DxL(x) = (1- ý)Dil (x) -} "DLD (x)" 
By the definition of DKL, L1(D'Ll, D'KL) < 2ý. With probability at least 1- 3, 
L1(D, D'L1) < ý, and therefore with probability at least 1-S, L1(D, D'KL) < 3ý. 
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We define X< = {x E XID'KL(x) < D(x)l. Members of X< contribute 
positively to I(DIID'KL). Therefore 
I(DII DKL) EXEX< D(x) log 
(D)) 
EXEXý (D(x) - DKLIx)) log 
(DLx) (2.7) 
+ EXEx< DKL(x) log 
(D). 
We have shown that Ll(D, D'KL) < 3ý, so EXEx<(D(x) - DKL(x)) < 3ý. 
Analysing the first term in Equation 2.7, 











log(2LD/e) = LD - 10g(Z)" 
XE 
ýK 





DKL )hx) , 
xEX< < 
where by = D(x) - DKL(x), which is a positive quantity for all xE X<. Due to the 
concavity of the logarithm function, it follows that 
EXEX< DKL(X) log 
(DDKL)ý hs < EXEXý DKL(x)hx 
dy, (log(y))] 
v=D'KL (X) 
= EXEX< h: 3" 
Therefore, I(DIIDKL) < 3ý(1 + LD - log(£)). For values of < 12 
(e2/LD), 
it can be seen that I (DII DKL) < e. O 
We have shown a close relationship between the error of an estimated input 
distribution (as measured by Li distance or KL-divergence) and the error rate of the 
resulting classifier. In situations where we believe that input distributions may be accu- 
rately estimated, the resulting information about the data may be more useful than just 
a near-optimal classifier. 
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Chapter 3 
Optical Digit Recognition 
Much of the research in the field of pattern recognition focuses on bounding the con- 
fidence and accuracy parameters of algorithms within learning frameworks such as the 
variants of the PAC framework. These frameworks are typically abstracted from the 
reality of practical recognition problems and tend to rely on restrictive conditions being 
adhered to, such as the PAC restriction that the algorithm must work for a distribution 
over observations selected by an adversary. In practice, there is generally some indication 
of the kind of distribution that will be encountered, with distributions over observations 
from a class typically being smooth to some degree. In order to demonstrate that the 
method of solving classification problems using unsupervised learners is a viable method 
in practice, we apply this method to a practical problem - that of optical character 
recognition (OCR). 
The premise behind OCR is to compute labels corresponding to images of char- 
acters. There are three main stages involved in this process. Firstly a device must 
convert the sheet of text into an image - this may be a digital camera or scanner, for 
instance. The image may then undergo preprocessing in order to convert the image to 
a state in which it can most easily be identified. Finally the image is processed by a 
recognition algorithm which outputs the corresponding label or sequence of labels. 
This chapter looks at the problem of processing images of handwritten digits 
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and outputting corresponding labels or sequences of labels, and does not look at the 
stage of creating the initial images or that of preprocessing. The initial stages are 
image processing issues and have been widely researched for use in OCR software. The 
techniques involved are relevant to applications such as medical imaging, and are not 
specific to character recognition. However, the algorithms used to identify the labels 
from the images are what we are concerned with here as this is where we can implement 
the technique of using unsupervised learners to learn the class distributions. The results 
of others (as covered in later results sections) show that by applying preprocessing to 
the images, the error rates can be roughly halved. 
The topic of digit recognition is appealing for a number of reasons, the most 
important of which is that image data is readily available. In addition to this the field has 
a wealth of results with which ours can be compared, without the problem having been 
"solved". The accurate recognition of most forms of printed script is now considered 
to be a solved problem, although the problems of recognising handwritten text and 
particularly the recognition of such text in real time is an actively researched topic. 
Although we are examining digit recognition the algorithms used can be applied 
to a wide range of other problems -a straightforward extension would be to any arbitrary 
alphabet, although the ideas behind the algorithms could be used for many multi-class 
classification problems. In most pattern recognition problems, knowledge specific to the 
problem can be used to gain a great advantage in recognition success rates. For example, 
bar codes obey a checksums property in order to test whether the data from the bar 
code has been correctly identified by the scanner. If the code has been incorrectly read, 
there is a high probability that this will be identified by the algorithms used and as such 
the classification of the code is declared null. 
In the testing carried out, we sample not only single digits but also strings of 
digits which obey some contextual rule -a checksum rule for example. This allows us 
'Checksum rules are a form of redundancy check which guard against the misreading of data. When 
a checksum rule is referred to in this chapter, it means that the sum of the string of digits must divide 
by some integer with zero remainder (where the integer is context specific). 
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to see the benefit of retaining the additional information of the a posteriori probabilities 
by using unsupervised learners to solve classification problems as opposed to alternative 
techniques such as the k-nearest neighbour algorithm (as described below). 
3.1 Digit Recognition Algorithms 
3.1.1 Image Data 
The tests performed on the algorithms utilised two sets of data (available for download 
from [11]) -a training set consisting of sixty thousand images, and a test set consisting 
of ten thousand images. Each image is represented by a 28 by 28 array of bytes, with 
each byte representing a colour in grey scale -0 being white, and 255 being black. The 
images depict black digits on a white background, and the images have been enlarged 
and centred from their original 20 by 20 binary pixel format. Some degree of grey scale 
has been introduced by the normalising algorithm as it performed this enlargement. 
Figure 3.1 shows three of the digits from the set of training images. 
Figure 3.1: Images 1000-1002 in Training set, with respective labels 6,0 and 7. 
The images are of handwritten digits collected from Census Bureau employees 
and high-school students. The sets of people writing the digits for the training data 
and test data sets are known to be disjoint, with half of the digits in each set coming 
from Census Bureau employees and half from the high-school students. The sets do not 
contain an equal proportion of images with each label - the precise numbers of each 
digit can be seen in Table A. 1 of Appendix A. It should be noted that some underlying 
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degree of error should be expected when classifying the images, as some images in the 
data set are almost impossible to label on inspection - an algorithm cannot be expected 
to label a7 correctly when the image of the digit looks more like a1 than a 7. This is a 
problem inherent in any pattern recognition system. Three examples of such confusing 
images (taken from the set of Test data - therefore not seen in the learning sample) are 
shown in Figure 3.2. 
Li 
Figure 3.2: Images 2098,1393 and 2074 in lest set, with respective labels 2,5 and 4. 
For further detail of the data sets and basic pre-processing performed on the 
images, see [11]. Here we are not concerned with pre-processing techniques, as these 
will be specific to the particular demands of OCR, and this is a general case study into 
the performance of algorithms based on the use of unsupervised learners to perform 
general classification tasks - not necessarily specific to OCR. 
3.1.2 Measuring Image Proximity 
Two measurements of the "closeness" of images are used - the L, distance and the 
complete Hausdorfl distance. 
L2 distance 
When we talk about the L") distance between two images, we treat the images as 
vectors of bytes where each pixel is represented in one dimension. Therefore we compute 
the distance between two 282 dimensional vectors. It is generally good practice in 
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image processing to reduce the dimensionality of the data through feature selection or 
extraction before making comparisons between samples as this reduces the impact of 
anomalies in the data and may allow for patterns in the data to be better distinguished 2. 
However in this case it was decided that dimension reduction is unnecessary since it is just 
another form of preprocessing and we are more interested in observing the performance 
benefits when introducing contextual information over the performance on single digit 
recognition, than in trying to optimise the performance on single digits. 
S 
Figure 3.3: L2 distance between two images with label 5. 
The L2 distance between two images can be illustrated by superimposing one 
image over the other, and taking the difference of the shades at each pixel. Figure 3.3 
shows the difference between two images of the digit 5. The amount of shading on the 
image represents the distance between the two image vectors. 
Figure 3.4: L2 distance between images with labels 3 and 9. 
By contrast, Figure 3.4 shows the distance between images with labels 3 and 9. 
'See [21] for information on dimension reduction techniques 
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It is apparent that this image has far more shading than the difference in Figure 3.3 - 
and as such the distance between the images is far greater. 
Complete Hausdorff distance 
In order to explain the concept of the Hausdorff distance between two images, we must 
view the images as sets of points, where the sets comprise all shaded elements of each 
array. In practice the algorithms based on Hausdorff measurements use a threshold value 
of 5 to convert the bytes into bits - with values greater than 5 being seen as shaded. 
Figure 3.5: Hausdorff Distance. 
Figure 3.5 illustrates the Hausdorff distance from A to B, and also from B to 
A. Formally, the Hausdorff distance from A to B is 
h, (A, B) =max{rniu {L2(a, 6)} 
aEA bE B JJJ 
This is shown by the left-most dotted line on the diagram - the point in A fur- 
thest from B, to the closest point in B. Similarly, the right-most dotted line shows 
h(B, A). Notice that h(A, B) 54 h(B, A) in this instance, and as such the Haus- 
dorff distance is not a metric. However, we shall use the complete Hausdorff distance, 
H(A, B) = max {h(4, B), h(B, A)}, which is a metric due to its symmetry. Note that 
the algorithms view the images as sets of points rather than geometric shapes, but for 
simplicity the illustration shows rectangles rather than sets of individual pixels. 
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3.1.3 k-Nearest Neighbours Algorithm 
A standard algorithm for performing digit recognition - and one for which results are 
known (see [34], for example) - is the k-nearest neighbour algorithm. This simple 
algorithm performs reasonably well in many pattern classification settings and has the 
beneficial property that no training time is required as the algorithm compares the image 
to be classified with each image in the training set at run-time. Note that this is of no 
particular significance in this setting, as the algorithms have all been designed to work 
in this way3. 
Figure 3.6 shows the k-nearest neighbours algorithm. The algorithm finds the k 
images in the set of training data lying closest (in terms of L2 distance) to image I- the 
image to be classified. The labels and proximities of the k images closest to I from the 
images observed to date are recorded in array N. Once all of the training data has been 
examined, the labels of these k images are then compared and the predominant label 
is chosen to label the unclassified image. In the case where the k-nearest neighbours 
include equal numbers of two or more different labels, one can be arbitrarily chosen (we 
choose the lowest label). 
The algorithm takes k as an input, and an image from the set of test data. 
The algorithm has access to the set of sixty thousand training images, as well as the 
corresponding labels. The distance L2(a, b) between two images is simply the Euclidean 
distance between the two vectors in n dimensional space - where the dimension of the 
space is equal to the number of pixels in the images - such that 
n 
L2 
'To achieve a reduction in complexity when using the method involving unsupervised learners, it is 




input: k, image I 
let N[ ] be an array of k pairs (xi, Qs) 
for i=0 to k-1 
N[i] = (oo, 0) 
for each image J in the training set (with label £j) 
d= L2 (I, J) 
if d< xk_1 
N[k - 1] = (d,. ej) 
Sort N by increasing values of x 
let £ be the label occurring with greatest frequency in N 
(or the lowest such value) 
return t 
Figure 3.6: k Nearest Neighbours technique using L2 distance metric. 
3.1.4 Unsupervised Learners Algorithms 
The method of using unsupervised learning agents to classify images requires the training 
data set to be partitioned into ten subsets - one for each label - such that the subset 
corresponding to label t contains every image in the training data set with label £. Each 
subset is passed to one of ten unsupervised learning agents. The agent uses a kernel 
based density estimation algorithm to estimate the probability density function over all 
images in its subset. 
Kernel density estimation algorithms are a commonly used non-parametric tech- 
nique for approximating distributions (see [17]). The kernel used by our algorithm is 
a normal distribution with a standard deviation specified by the user, centred at the 
coordinate represented by the image in 282 dimensional vector space. The learner con- 
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structs a distribution over the data set by summing all of these normal distributions, 
such that the value at any point in the domain receives at least some small contribution 
from each of the distributions, but a far greater contribution from those centred nearby. 
This distribution is then scaled by the number of samples in the subset to achieve the 
probability density distribution. 
Once we have ten such distributions we can classify an image by passing its vector 
to the learners, each of which returns the probability density for its associated label at 
that coordinate. The algorithm then selects the label with the highest corresponding 
probability density, and an estimate of the "likelihood" (or the a posteriori probability) 
attributed to this label can be calculated by normalising these probability densities. 
Figure 3.7 shows this algorithm. 
Note that o is the standard deviation. Note also that although the algorithm 
returns only the estimation of the label corresponding to the image being classified, the 
values of Z[ ] represent estimates of the a posteriori probabilities of the labels 0 through 
9. This algorithm uses a function, distance(a, b), to gauge the distance between two 
images. As previously mentioned, both the L2 distance and the Complete Hausdorff 
distance were used in the experiments, and as such the "distance' function can refer 
to either measurement as required. Note that the relevant functions for these two 
measurements are provided in Section A. 1 of Appendix A. 
For the purpose of this work it is unnecessary to explicitly estimate the ten indi- 
vidual probability density functions - rather we can compare the image being classified 
with each image in the training data as we did in Figure 3.6. The distance between the 
pairs is then used to calculate the a posteriori probabilities using normal distributions 
with the standard deviation value declared as a parameter. This simplification will give 
identical results and is more convenient at this scale. If using this technique on larger 
amounts of data then for a finite domain (which invariably OCR is confined to) it is 
possible to make a pass through the training set and create the distributions representing 
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each digit, and this would considerably speed up the classification process4. 
Algorithm 2 
input: image I 
let Z[] be an array of ten real numbers 
fori=0to9 
Z[i] =0 
for each image J in the training set (with label 2j) 
d= distance(I, J) 
Z[ jl = Z[j] + (o 27r)-1 eXp(_ 
2) 
fori=0to9 
let ni be the number of images in the training set with label i 
Z[i] = Z[i]/ni 
normalise elements of Z[ ] such that Eo Z[i] =1 
return arg maxi{Z[i]} 
Figure 3.7: Algorithm to classify images of digits using a normal distribution as a Kernel. 
3.1.5 Results 
During testing the algorithms were run on all images in the set of test data, and were 
trained on all images in the set of training data. 
'An important advantage of using this generative approach, where the distributions are pre-computed, 
is that the set of classes being modeled can be augmented or diminished relatively easily. To remove a 
class label the algorithm can simply ignore the corresponding distribution for that label, and to add a 
symbol to the alphabet of labels, the algorithm can make a pass through the training data with that 
label and construct a corresponding distribution - leaving the other distributions unchanged. 
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k-nearest neighbours 
The tables in Section A. 2.1 (Appendix A) show the true labels of the test digits in the 
rows, and the columns represent the output classifications per thousand tests. As one 
might expect, the diagonals corresponding to correct classifications (where an image 
with label i is classified with label i) contain the highest values. 
Tests were conducted using values of k equal to 1,3 and 5, and the corresponding 
results can be found in Tables A. 2, A. 3 and A. 4. A summary of the results is given in 
Table 3.1. 
Average misclassification error 




Table 3.1: Results of Nearest Neighbour algorithm. 
The results show that the nearest neighbour algorithm gives quite reasonably 
accurate labels considering its simplicity, attaining an error rate just below 4%. 
Unsupervised learners 
In order to make a direct comparison, the same tests were conducted (using L2 distance) 
as for the k-nearest neighbours algorithm above, with different values being substituted 
for the standard deviation of the normal distribution. The results in Section A. 2.2 
(summarised in Table 3.2) show that for standard deviations of 1000,2000 and 4000, 
the overall misclassification rates were 3.7%, 3.8% and 5.7% error rates. Referring back 
to the results for the k-nearest neighbours algorithms, we see that the error rates for 
the algorithms using standard deviations of 1000 and 2000 are virtually identical, which 
illustrates that the algorithm using unsupervised learners has the potential to work at 
least as well as the more commonly used k-nearest neighbours algorithm. 
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Standard Average misclassification error Average Negative 
Deviation per 1000 images Log-Likelihood 
1000 37 0.743 
2000 38 0.203 
4000 57 0.188 
Table 3.2: Results of Unsupervised Learners algorithm (using by L2 distance). 
Tables A. 8, A. 9 and A. 10 show the average likelihoods associated with each of 
the ten labels (the a posteriori distributions) when classifying images of each digit in 
the data set. In other words, the value uij is the average a posteriori probability (over 
the test data set) assigned to label j (represented by Z(j] in the algorithm) having been 
given an image of digit i as input. 
These tables also state the average negative log-likelihood associated with the 
algorithm for each value of a. The negative log-likelihood for any given input is the 
negative log of the a posteriori probability assigned to the correct label of the input 
image. For instance, if an algorithm classifies an image of the digit 7 correctly, let's 
say with an estimated a posteriori probability of 0.9, then the negative log of 0.9 is 
the negative log-likelihood of the correct label (0.046 -a small value). However, if the 
algorithm classified the image as a 1, then the estimated a posteriori probability of a7 is 
likely to be much lower, say 0.4, in which case the negative log-likelihood of the correct 
label is the negative log of 0.4 (0.444 -a far larger value). It follows that the average 
negative log-likelihood associated with an algorithm is an assessment of how certain the 
classifications are. If the value is low, then it suggests that the algorithm consistently 
assigns a reasonably large probability to the correct label. 
Table 3.2 gives the average negative log-likelihoods corresponding to each of the 
standard deviations tested. Even though the error rate is lower when using a smaller 
standard deviation, the negative log-likelihood is substantially greater. This suggests 
that the greater smoothing effect of using normal distributions with a large standard 
deviation as a kernel allows for an averaging to occur when an image is on the borderline 
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between two possible labels. If an image of a7 looks quite like an image of a 1, then 
a large standard deviation means that images with label 7 and 1 from the training set 
will have a more balanced influence on the relative probabilities than if the standard 
deviation is lower, in which case only the images in close proximity will have much 
effect - possibly all is in this case. As a result, although the use of a low standard 
deviation scores a lower error rate, the algorithm can be mislead by erroneous images 
due to this overfitting. In contrast to this, the higher standard deviation classifies fewer 
images correctly, but in the case of a misclassification, a reasonably high probability is 
still assigned to the correct label. 
Tests were performed on Algorithm 2 using the Hausdorff distance rather than 
L2 distance. Four different values were used for the standard deviation of the kernels, 
and the average misclassification rate and average negative log-likelihood of the correct 
labels are recorded in Table 3.3. 
Standard Average misclassification error Average Negative 
Deviation per 1000 images Log-Likelihood 
0.4 39.5 0.198 
0.45 40.4 0.171 




Table 3.3: Results of Unsupervised Learners algorithm (using Hausdorff distance). 
It can be seen that the performance of the algorithm using the complete Haus- 
dorff metric, in terms of misclassification errors, is comparable to the algorithms observed 
so far. The algorithm can achieve error rates as low as 4.0% - which is only 0.3% higher 
than the best rates observed when using L2 distance or the k-nearest neighbours algo- 
rithm as seen above. 
The advantage of using the complete Hausdorff distance is seen in the figures for 
the average negative log-likelihood. When comparing the two measurements, it appears 
that the algorithm using the complete Hausdorff distance and normal distributions with 
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standard deviations of 0.5 performs the best in terms of negative log-likelihood, and 
also have relatively low error rates, making them a good proposition for use in a context 
sensitive setting as described in Section 3.2. 
Conclusions 
In order to assess the significance of these results we look at the reasons why the 
algorithms misclassify images, and examine the results in the context of other known 
results. 
As mentioned above, there is an underlying error rate inherent in the data set 
due to the handwriting seen in some of the images. Examples of the vagueness of images 
can be seen in Figure 3.2. These images may be so far removed from any of the images 
in the training data that it is difficult to see how any algorithm could classify them - 
other than perhaps more advanced algorithms using feature extraction to recognise the 
construction of the handwritten digits. 
Aside from these erroneous images, there are images which are ambiguous due 
to their similarity to other digits. Figure 3.8 shows three examples of misleading images. 
As these three images appear in the training data set, they can cause problems with the 
recognition of other digits. For example, the image of an 8 looks remarkably like a 9, 
and it is likely to have a very small L2 and complete Hausdorff distance to many images 
with label 9. When studying the tables of results showing the classifications made by 
the algorithms, it is clear that there are pairs of digits which are commonly mistaken for 
each other. In the examples shown, the digits are written poorly and do not look how 
they are supposed to, but in fact there are inherent similarities between several pairs of 
digits - 4s and 9s for example can be written in a similar way, as can is and 7s, and in 
some cases 2s and 7s. 
Comparing the results in this section with results published elsewhere, we see that 
our results fit in roughly as expected. Lecun et al. ([34]) give the error rates associated 
with a number of different learning algorithms including a k-nearest neighbour algorithm 
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Figure 3.8: Images in Training set, with respective labels 3,5 and 8. 
and various neural networks. The nearest neighbour algorithm in their paper achieves a 
5% error rate, which is slightly higher than the rate achieved here. By preprocessing the 
images using a deslanting technique, the same algorithm achieves a rate of just 2.4% - 
less than half of the initial rate. According to [11], Kenneth Wilder at the University of 
Chicago achieved an error rate of 3.09% using a k-nearest neighbours algorithm based 
on L2 distance, and this was further reduced to 1.8% after preprocessing the images 
(by de-skewing, blurring, and performing some form of noise removal). 
The best result achieved in [34] was an error rate of 0.7% by a boosted neural 
network performing on a data set augmented with artificially distorted samples. Since 
then, a rate of 0.4% has been achieved on the data set by Simard et at. in [44], using a 
technique known as convolution nets, with much preprocessing performed on the data. 
This shows that by performing preprocessing on the data before applying the 
algorithms, far lower error rates can be achieved. However, we are not concerned with 
achieving low error rates using these simplistic algorithms - they are merely a benchmark 
to show the advantages of using the unsupervised learners in context sensitive settings 
as illustrated in the following sections. 
3.2 Context Sensitivity 
When talking about context sensitivity, we mean any setting making use of the additional 
information retained by a generative algorithm over a discriminative one - the a posteriori 
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probabilities of each label for a given image. In this section we study an algorithm that 
classifies strings of digits rather than individual digits. In each case there is some 
predefined contextual rule defining the subset of strings from which the target string is 
drawn. An example of this is a checksum rule where the string of digits must sum to a 
multiple of ten. 
If it is known that the string of digits belongs to a specific subset of possible 
strings, then once the initial recognition has taken place for each of the images it may 
be apparent that a mistake has been made if the string of corresponding labels does 
not belong to the subset. In this case it is beneficial for the algorithm to have some 
mechanism for backtracking and finding the likely root of the error. For this to happen 
the algorithm needs to have some measure of certainty linked to each classification. In 
the case of the unsupervised learners algorithm in the previous section, this measure of 
certainty is the a posteriori probability of the label chosen. Rather than discarding the a 
posteriori probabilities of each label, which have been calculated by the algorithm, they 
can be used to judge whether a mistake may have occurred in the recognition process. 
As an example, imagine that the algorithm in Figure 3.7 is classifying the first of 
the three digits in Figure 3.8, given access to some arbitrary training set. Consider that 
for the labels from 0 to 10, the corresponding estimated a posteriori probabilities are 
0.01,0.03,0.50,0.37,0.01,0.02,0.01,0.01,0.03, and 0.01. The algorithm has assigned 
the highest likelihood to label 2, and as such the image is given label 2. However - if we 
are now told that the label cannot be 2, we have a record of the likelihoods associated 
with each of the other labels, so we can simply find the label with the highest probability 
from the subset of labels which are allowed. In this case, the next highest likelihood is 
associated with the label 3. 
Note that discriminative algorithms do not have estimates of the estimated a 
posteriori probabilities associated with each label, and would therefore need to be arti- 
ficially altered in some way as to choose an alternative label. 
Now let us examine a situation where rather than identifying a single image, we 
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Three Most Likely Labels (with associated likelihoods) 
9 (0.53) 7 (0.84) 9 (0.76) 
4 (0.42) 2 (0.08) 4 (0.19) 
1 (0.03) 9 (0.02) 7 (0.03) 
Figure 3.9: Images 1242,4028 and 4009 in Test set, with respective labels 4,7 and 9. 
are now presented with a string of three digits. Figure 3.9 shows three images, as well 
as a possible set of likelihoods generated by an algorithm. 
If we take the label with the highest likelihood for each of the images, we output 
the string 979. Now if we introduce a contextual rule to define the subset of strings to 
which these images must belong, we can analyse the way in which an algorithm might 
correct itself. Consider the rule where the digits of the string must sum to a multiple of 
ten. If this is the case, then the string 979 cannot be correct, as these digits sum to 25. 
In order to find the most likely string belonging to the subset of strings which 
fit the rule, we can consider each string in descending value of likelihood until a string 
belonging to the subset is found. The likelihood associated with a string is the product 
of the likelihoods assigned to each individual digit in the string. In this case, the first 
few strings to consider in order of likelihood are 979 (0.338), 479 (0.268), 974 (0.085), 
and 474 (0.067). Of these strings, 479 and 974 both fit the rule (their digits sum to 
a multiple of ten), so we output 479 as this is the string with the highest associated 
likelihood which also fits the rule. 
If a discriminative algorithm was faced with the same problem, then it is likely 
that a correct classification would not be made. One way of attempting to correct the 
problem would be to pick one of the three digits at random and alter the label of that 
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digit in such a way as to make the three digits sum to a multiple of ten. In the example 
given, this would result in a classification of either 479,929, or 974 - leading to a one 
in three chance of correcting the initial mistake accurately. 
For this type of context sensitive classification task it can be beneficial to use an 
algorithm which sacrifices some degree of classification success rate in favour of having 
a lower negative log-likelihood. This results in smoother distributions being created by 
the unsupervised learners, which are less prone to overfitting5. 
We study the application of the unsupervised learners method to three context 
sensitive learning problems. As suggested above, the complete Hausdorff distance is the 
better of the two metrics to use judging from the results in Section A. 2.2, given that it 
demonstrates a relatively low negative log-likelihood. 
The algorithm in Figure 3.10 takes n images of digits, and returns the string 
of digits most likely to be represented by those images - subject to the string fitting 
a specific contextual rule. The distance function can be whichever measurement is 
required, as in previous algorithms, but in this section the Hausdorff distance has been 
used as explained above. Three context rules were used and the details of each are in 
the following sections. To understand the working of the algorithm it is sufficient to 
know that rule(s) returns a boolean value determined by whether string s belongs to 
the subset of all possible strings as defined by the rule in question. 
Testing procedure 
It should be noted that the testing procedure used in this section was as follows. All tests 
were performed on randomly chosen images from the set of all images with appropriate 
labels in the test data set. For example - if a test was carried out on a string of three 
digits summing to a multiple of five, then the first two digits were selected randomly 
from the set of. ten thousand test digits. After this, the third image was randomly 
5Overfitting is a problem commonly associated with machine learning, where the predictive model is 
fitted too closely to the training data resulting in the model being tailored to this specific data set and 




input: images Io, """, 
In-1 
let pe represent the likelihood of digit x having label £ 
for each 8E {O, ..., 9}, xE 
{0,..., n- 1} 
Pt- =0 
for x=0 to n-1 
for each image J in the training set (with label £j) 
d= distance(Ix, J) 
Pp, = Pe, + (a N/r2-jr) exp(_ 
2) 
for i=0 to 9 
let ni be the number of images in the training set with label i 
pi = pi /ni 
normalise elements pl such that E9 op2 =1 
let s* represent the most likely string of digit labels and 
l9" represent its associated likelihood 
fordo=0to9 
for d7z_1 =0 to 9 
let s be the string of 
let I., = nx=n-1 x 0pdy 
if ((l9 > 19") A rule(s)) 
s*=s and ls" = l9 
return s* 
digits dodl... dn_1 




selected from the remaining subset of available images. So if, for instance, a5 and an 
8 had been chosen (summing to 13), then the final digit was selected at random from 
the set of all digits with label 2 or label 7 in the test data set. 
When carrying out tests with a specified set of parameters, each test was gen- 
erated independently. If 300 tests were performed on strings of three digits, with a 
specified standard deviation, then each string of digits was generated at the time of the 
test. As such, it is possible (but highly unlikely) that all 300 tests could be performed 
on not only the same string of digits, but on the same images representing those digits. 
I have not calculated the probability of such an event occurring but needless to say it is 
not substantial enough to adversely affect the results. 
As the testing was carried out, the parameters used were adjusted according to 
patterns in the results - the standard deviation values used were not predetermined. As 
a result, the intervals between test sets are not always regular, but this was necessary to 
get both a decent span of values in order to see overall patterns in the results, as well 
as trying to home in on the best classification rates and correction rates. 
3.2.1 Three-Digit Strings Summing to a Multiple of Five 
The first test involves strings of three digits, which must sum to a multiple of five. 
Formally, the digits do, dl, d2 must obey the following rule: 
Bk E IN U {0}; 1: dj = 5k. 
: =o 
To analyse the performance of the algorithm, three hundred tests were performed 
using each of six values of standard deviation: 0.5,0.6,0.7,0.8,0.9 and 1.0. 
The results can be viewed in Table 3.4, correct to 3 significant figures. A string 
recognition success is achieved when the algorithm associates the highest likelihood with 
the correct label for each of the three digits - therefore suggesting the correct labels and 
as a result producing a correct classification. A string correction is achieved when the 













0.5 300 266 88.7 19 55.9 285 95.0 
0.6 300 258 86.0 26 61.9 284 94.7 
0.7 300 247 82.3 34 64.2 281 93.7 
0.8 300 255 86.3 31 68.9 286 95.3 
0.9 300 250 83.3 32 64.0 282 94.0 
1.0 300 229 76.3 47 66.2 276 92.0 
Table 3.4: Results of classifying three-digit strings summing to a multiple of five. 
3 digits not fitting the checksum rule the algorithm finds the error(s) and classifies 
the string correctly. Note that the percentage for string corrections is calculated as a 
proportion of those strings which were originally recognised incorrectly by the algorithm. 
Finally, the correct classification column records the total number of strings which were 
either recognised correctly at the outset, or were corrected accurately by the algorithm 
- thereby classifying the string correctly. 
The table of results shows three records - the number and percentage of strings 
correctly recognised by the algorithm, the number and percentage of strings corrected, 
and the number and percentage of strings correctly classified. The algorithm is said to 
have recognised a string correctly if the correct labels of the three digits each received 
the highest estimated a posteriori probability - these are the strings that would have 
been classified correctly without the knowledge of the contextual information that the 
digits must sum to a multiple of 5. The string is corrected by the algorithm if the initial 
recognition of the string is incorrect (the estimated a posteriori probabilities indicate an 
incorrect label for at least one of the three digits), but the algorithm returns the correct 
string having used the checksum rule to show that an error has been made and found 
the most likely string of digits to fit the rule. Finally, a string is correctly classified so 
long as the right digits are returned by the algorithm, regardless of how these digits were 
arrived at. 
It is reasonable to expect that a lower standard deviation would result in a higher 
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rate of recognition based on the findings of the tests on single digits, and indeed this 
appears to fit the overall trend shown in the results. It is also intuitive to assume that 
perhaps the average negative log-likelihood of the correct label has some bearing on the 
percentage of strings corrected by the algorithm. However, the results show that the 
percentage of strings corrected is higher when using a standard deviation of 1.0 than it 
is when using 0.5, despite Table 3.3 showing that the corresponding average negative 
log-likelihoods being 0.303 and 0.154. This may be an anomaly in the results - although 
there is an upward trend in the percentage of corrected strings as the standard deviation 
rises, there is a local maxima at o=0.8, and the result for or = 1.0 may be misleadingly 
high. Looking at Table 3.3 it appears that the average negative log-likelihood is likely 
to be at its lowest somewhere between Q=0.5 and o, = 1.0, so it could be expected 
that the percentage of strings corrected should peak between these values. 
The overall classification rates show that the optimum classification rate occurs 
at or = 0.8 which seems to be the point at which the increased correction rate begins 
to outweigh the drop in recognition rate as the standard deviation increases. 
Interpretation of results 
It would be misleading to draw any firm conclusions from this testing since the tests 
were performed on randomly selected images from the data set, and some images are 
harder to identify than others. Another feature of this particular test is the nature of the 
checksum rule - three digits must sum to a multiple of five. This contextual knowledge 
will not help the algorithm to correct mistakes when an image of a2 is mistaken for 7 
or vice versa. Similarly, 4s and 9s, and 8s and 3s can be mislabeled without the rule 
spotting that a mistake in recognition has occurred. This is demonstrated in Figure 3.11, 
where the third digit could be classified as a4 or a9 and the sum of the digits would be 
either 15 or 20 - both accepted values as they fit the rule. By examining the tables in 
Section A. 2.2 it can be seen that these are all common mislabellings for the algorithm 
using L2 distance, and it is likely to apply in the same way to the algorithm using the 
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complete Hausdorff distance. 
Figure 3.11: Images 5037,4016 and 4017 in Test set, with respective labels 2,9 and 4. 
3.2.2 Six-Digit Strings Summing to a Multiple of Ten 
This test involves strings of six digits, which must sum to a multiple of ten, such that 
5 
3kEIN U{0}; Ede=10k. 
i=O 
With a longer string there is likely to be a higher error rate in recognising the 
images - it is less likely that the algorithm will assign the highest a posteriori probabilities 
to the correct labels for six out of six images than in three out of three. This is borne out 
by the figures in Table 3.5, which show that the rate of recognition is about 10% lower 
on average than the results for tests using equivalent standard deviations in Table 3.4. 
However, the results also show a marked improvement in the correction ability of the 
algorithm when used on six digits as opposed to three. Correction rates as high as 80.7% 
were observed - on average roughly 15% higher than the results for three digit strings. 
Interpretation of results 
Again there seems to be a peak in standard deviation at which the correction process 
is performed optimally. For lower values it is likely that the peaks of the normal distri- 
butions are narrow, leading to only the nearby images being influenced and this in turn 












0.4 250 198 79.2 35 67.3 233 93.2 
0.5 250 186 74.4 47 69.1 233 93.2 
0.55 250 193 77.2 46 80.7 239 95.6 
0.6 250 178 71.2 55 76.4 233 93.2 
0.7 250 181 72.4 54 78.3 235 94.0 
Table 3.5: Results of classifying six-digit strings summing to a multiple of ten. 
to correct, and the additional decision on how it should be corrected. In the case of a 
higher standard deviation, the smoothing of the distributions may be too great, lead- 
ing to the estimated a posteriori probabilities being closer together, and being overly 
affected by misleading images in the training data. This is fine when only one digit 
has been incorrectly recognised, since it is likely that the correction can be made, but 
if more than one digit needs correcting there may be several ways to change the digits 
whilst still obeying the checksum rule. 
For instance, imagine the case where the string 477039 has been recognised as 
127034. Three digits have been recognised incorrectly in this instance. It happens to 
be the case that if the initial 1 is corrected to a 4, the string 427034 obeys the rule that 
the digits must sum to a multiple of ten, so it is quite possible that the algorithm will 
give a higher probability to the string being 427034 than 477039, and as a result the 
string is misclassified. 
3.2.3 Dictionary of Eight-Digit Strings 
Having looked at strings obeying a checksum rule, we now examine a similar setting in 
which a random string is selected from a set of ten thousand strings of eight digits, and 
eight images with labels corresponding to these digits are passed to the algorithm for 
classification. The algorithm has access to the "dictionary" of ten thousand strings, and 
aims to return the appropriate string from the dictionary corresponding to the sequence 
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of strings passed to it. 
In each test a string was selected at random from the dictionary and for each 
digit in the string an image with the corresponding label was selected at random from 
the set of test data. The standard deviation used in the testing was 0.55, as this gave 
the best performance on the classification of 6-digit strings - in particular it produced 
the highest correct rate for strings recognised incorrectly. It should be noted that the 
strings in the dictionary are all different, and were generated at random from a uniform 











0.55 10000 5801 4194 99.9 9995 
Table 3.6: Results of classifying eight-digit strings belonging to a dictionary of ten 
thousand strings. 
The results from the tests are displayed in Table 3.6. Of the ten thousand tests, 
5801 of the strings were correctly recognised. This result is rather low, and equates to a 
recognition rate of 0.934 for a single digit, to 3 decimal places. However, the algorithm 
corrected 4194 of the 4199 strings incorrectly recognised (roughly 99.9%), giving an 
overall classification rate of 99.95%. 
Interpretation of results 
This result shows the power of the unsupervised learners algorithm in being able to 
correct misclassifications in a setting where the data is drawn from a relatively sparse 
set. The set itself contains ten thousand strings, out of a domain of 108 possible strings. 
In this setting it is reasonable to assume that a discriminative algorithm could be altered 
in some way so as to find the "closest" string in the dictionary to the string recognised, 
if this string is not itself in the dictionary. For instance, where only a single mistake has 
been made in the recognition of a string, it is likely that only one string in the dictionary 
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is reasonably close to the recognised string - so it is not hard to correct the mistake 
manually. 
However, the overall classification rate of 99.95% is equivalent to a recognition 
rate of at least 99.994% if correction is not taken into account, which shows that the 
method of using the a posteriori probabilities to predict string classifications is a powerful 
tool when compared to even the best single digit recognition algorithms. 
If we analyse this result further, then the single digit recognition rate of 0.934 
can be used to estimate roughly how many strings were recognised with 1 error, how 
many with 2 errors, etc. Figure 3.7 shows these estimated numbers. Note that the 
estimated number of strings does not sum to exactly ten thousand due to rounding. 








Table 3.7: Estimated number of recognition errors over ten thousand tests. 
As mentioned previously, the domain is quite sparse - containing 104 strings out 
of a possible 108 eight-digit strings. This means that if a string has a small number 
of digits with recognition errors, there is likely to be only one string in the dictionary 
near to it in the state space. Therefore in these cases it would be relatively simple to 
manually correct the recognition errors. With this in mind, it is likely that a discriminative 
algorithm with a low error rate could achieve good results with a simple adjustment to 
correct strings with recognition errors. 
However, in cases where 3 or more errors occur there may be more difficulty in 
spotting the mistakes. If 4 or more mistakes have been made in recognition then it is 
likely that the recognised string lies closer in the state space to some other string in 
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the dictionary, and as a result a misclassification is likely to occur. Given the number 
of misleading images in the test data set (likely to number around seventy out of ten 
thousand on anecdotal evidence6) it is reasonable to presume that in at least 5% of 
strings tested, even the most accurate classifier would struggle to classify all eight digits 
correctly. 
3.2.4 Conclusions 
The nature of the testing for the context sensitive algorithms means that firm conclusions 
cannot be drawn from these results in terms of the error rates achieved, but the tests 
serve a good way of demonstrating the way in which string correction works. The 
results show that the algorithms using unsupervised learners can obtain good rates of 
correction, which is the main advantage of this technique over existing techniques. With 
further structured testing where images are chosen in a more predetermined manner, it 
would be possible to find out the precise effects of altering the standard deviation on 
the negative log-likelihood and on the error rates. 
As discussed above, it would be possible to extend a discriminative algorithm so 
that it is able to estimate where errors have occurred in classification and in some way 
correct these errors. An algorithm such as the k nearest neighbours algorithm could be 
used with an additional rule to change an arbitrary digit to make the recognised string fit 
a checksum rule if it does not do so already - but this could only be expected to achieve a 
1/n success rate when applied to strings of n digits under the condition of digits summing 
to a multiple of ten, and a one in 1/2n success rate when applied to the condition of 
digits summing to a multiple of five. There are ways of estimating a posteriori probability 
distributions from algorithms like the k nearest neighbours algorithm, but these can 
be computationally expensive to use, and seem somewhat artificial in comparison to 
estimating the true probability distributions of the labels over the domain. Once a 
6The best recorded performance of a single digit classifier recorded on fill was an error rate of 0.7% 




discriminative algorithm has been modified in such a way, it is effectively performing the 
same task as a generative algorithm so there can be little benefit to pursue this route. 
While it is quite possible to imagine a corrective technique being applied to a 
basically discriminative algorithm when considering a sparse state space, it seems logical 
that with a more densely populated space, the unsupervised learners algorithm would 
perform relatively well in comparison. The more densely populated the state space, 
the less likely it is that an algorithm could correct an incorrect recognition of digits by 
"guesswork" alone - but having knowledge of the a posteriori probabilities would put 







Learning Probabilistic Concepts 
Probabilistic concept (or p-concept) learning is fundamentally a 2-class classification 
problem. Unlike traditional PAC-learning problems, the classes involved in the p-concept 
setting may exhibit some overlap over elements of the domain due to the stochastic na- 
ture of the model. In other words, over a domain X each xEX has some associated (a 
posteriori) probability distribution over the two class labels. The notion of a probabilistic 
concept was introduced by Kearns and Schapire in [31], and is defined in Section 1.1.4. 
As this is a 2-class probabilistic model, it follows that rather than visualising the 
distributions over the two classes as separate curves with associated a priori probabilities, 
we can instead model the a posteriori probabilities of one of the classes from which the 
other can be inferred, and a probability density function representing the distribution of 
data over the domain. So, for class labels 0 and 1, the data is distributed over domain 
X according to D, with function c(x) representing the probability of an observation at 
xEX belonging to the class with label 1. 
4.1 An Overview of Probabilistic Concepts 
in essence, a p-concept represents the probability of an event of "class 1" occurring given 




given observations such as temperature and wind speed, and of whether a student will 
be admitted to a particular college based on their past record, to illustrate possible uses 
of the framework. The result of each of these events is basically a boolean function; 
either it does rain or it doesn't, there is no in between. However, the chance of either 
event can be modeled using observations, leading to a rule equivalent to c(x) for the 
observed values x which is a probability of the event occurring. 
It is noted that these examples exhibit three particular traits which fit with 
the p-concept setting. Firstly, there is an element of probabilistic behaviour involved 
- whether it be caused by a truly random event, by a deterministic process where 
observations cannot be measured to a high enough accuracy to predict the outcome, or 
that insufficient is understood about the process to make an assured prediction either 
way. 
Another important point is that although there may be some underlying proba- 
bility of either event occurring, only the outcome of one event or the other is observed. 
Therefore the observer makes no measurement of the probability of that event from a 
single observation, and it may be the case that each observation x is so rare that no 
estimate of c(x) can possibly be made no matter how large a sample has been taken. 
Finally, it is pointed out that despite the probabilistic nature of the problem, there 
is an underlying structure to the events being predicted - the event is closely linked to 
the observations being made - the events are not independent. This is in contrast to 
models involving noise, where the concept being modeled is in fact deterministic and 
the problem involves filtering out the noise. 
4.1.1 Comparison of Learning Frameworks 
The framework for learning probabilistic concepts is similar in many respects to the 
traditional PAC-learning framework. However, following from the fact that the model is 
stochastic and therefore an overlap exists between the class distributions, the error rate 
in unlikely to converge to zero - there is some minimum error rate to which an algorithm 
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can converge. Thus instead of aiming to upper bound the error rate of an algorithm 
within the standard parameter c with high probability, as in the PAC framework, we 
must aim to upper bound the regret by e instead, where the regret is the difference 
between the risk (or error rate in this case) associated with a classifier, and the optimal 
risk (see Section 1.4.3). 
In some ways, learning p-concepts is similar to agnostic learning, which is less 
restrictive than PAC learning and allows stochastic rules to be learnt. However, in 
agnostic learning no assumptions are made about the class of mechanism generating 
the data. Within the p-concept framework the assumption is made that the concept 
being learnt belongs to a known class of concepts - in relation to this chapter we are 
learning the class of p-concepts which are functions with at most k turning points. 
Agnostic learning is further explained in Section 1.1.3. 
In [31] an algorithm is given which efficiently learns p-concepts from the class 
of non-decreasing functions on real numbers. The p-concepts learnt by the algorithm 
described in this chapter are from the class of concepts with at most k turning points 
(maxima and minima) over real numbers. The distribution over the observations is 
unknown, and may be chosen by an adversary trying to minimise the success of the 
algorithm (as in the classic PAC setting). We separate the sampled data by class label 
and pass each subset of the data to an unsupervised learner. An observation is then 
classified by asking each learner to return a value associated with the observation, and the 
label associated with the learner returning the higher value is given to the observation. 
Note that the unsupervised learners have no knowledge of the label associated with the 
data they receive. 
Abe et al. (in [1]) extend the work of [31] to show that learning p-concepts in 
polynomial time with respect to quadratic distance (as in [31]) is equivalent to learning 
them in polynomial time in terms of KL-divergence'. 
'Learning p-concepts in this way focuses on estimating the function co. ) 
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4.1.2 The Problem with Estimating Distributions over Class Labels 
Note that the approach taken in this chapter is different from the approach taken in 
Chapter 2, where each learner estimates the distribution over the samples with a partic- 
ular class label. Here, we take a different approach - using a discriminant function to 
return a real value from each learner rather than an estimation of the probability density 
associated with an observation. In other words, no attempt is made to approximate the 
distributions over the two class labels. 
The reason that this approach has been adopted is due to the "worst case 
scenario" of an adversary choosing the distribution over the observations. When using a 
generative algorithm and attempting to estimate the distributions over each class label, 
imagine a kernel technique being used to give some probability density "weighting" to 
each observation in a sample. No matter what measure of the width of these kernels is 
used, an adversary could choose a distribution consisting of spikes of probability density 
of a far smaller width, such that data with one label is situated next to data of the other 
label, with the distance separating the two classes being a tiny fraction of the width 
of the kernel. Whereas a discriminative algorithm could separate the two data sets no 
matter how small the gap, the generative algorithm would struggle to do so. 
4.2 Learning Framework 
The learning framework in which we study the learning problem is based on the PAC- 
learning framework, whereby we are learning an unknown concept from the class of all 
functions co with at most k local minima and maxima, and observations are drawn 
from an oracle according to some unknown arbitrary probability distribution. 
An example oracle can be seen in Figure 4.1. Note that we can think of the 
oracle in terms of distributions Do and Dl, such that Do(x) = D(x)(1 - c(x)) and 
D1(x) = D(x)c(x). This is illustrated in Figure 4.2. 









Figure 4.2: Do and Di - note that Dn(. i) = D(: c)(1 - c(. x)) and PI (x) - D(x)c(r. ). 
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generating an observation with label 0 or 1 are 2 (as is commonly assumed when solving 
such problems). This allows us to concentrate on the fundamental properties of the 
problem and of the algorithm without being concerned with the additional complication 
of estimating a priori probabilities of the classes (an extension that can be made sampling 
a polynomial amount of data), and an overview of possible alterations to allow the 
algorithm to work without this condition is given in Section 6.1. 
We use a linear loss function to evaluate the performance of a classifier, such 
that a misclassification of an observation leads to a unit cost and a correct classification 
leads to a loss of 0. It follows that the expected loss a of function f on an observed 
value xEX, is given by a(x, f (x)) =f (x) -C(X)1.2 Risk functional R(f) is such that 
R(f) = EE-D[o(x, f(x))) = ff D(x)"a(x, f(x)) dx. 
In this case, the Bayes Optimal Classifier is defined as follows: 
1, if c(x) > 2, 
f*(x) _ 
0, otherwise. 
See Figure 4.3 for an illustration of the optimal classifier. Note that the proba- 
bility distribution of the observations over the domain is irrelevant to the performance 
of the optimal classifier and has been omitted from the diagram. Given knowledge of 
the concept c, the Bayes Optimal Classifier optimises the probability of assigning the 
correct label at every value in the domain. It should be noted that f* gives the optimum 
risk, R(f *) = fx D(x). min{c(x), 1- c(x)} dx. 
4.3 Algorithm to Learn p-concepts with k Turning Points 
The algorithm is given in Figure 4.4. The algorithm can be best explained if split into 
its three constituent parts as shown - Algorithm 4 generates the training data, and 
Algorithm 6 labels previously unseen data by calling the two unsupervised learners using 
Algorithm 5. 









Algorithm 4 Training Algorithm. 
So=0, S1 =0 
))) 
in = max (21ie -3(k + 1)) 2, 
(8ki))323991f3} 
repeat 
generate observation (x, f) from oracle 
if (IStI < m) then add (x, f) to Se 
until ISoI = IS1I = in 
Algorithm 5 Learners return numerical values given xEX. 
getValue(e, x) { 
w= min. {window W of width y centred at x, such that 




Algorithm 6 Classification Algorithm. 
input: x' 
voý = getValue(O, x') 
vi = getValue(1, x') 
if (v0 > iii) then ('' = 0, else f' =1 
return (! ' 
Figure 4 4: Algorithm to learn p-concepts with k turning points. 
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We draw a sample of observations from the oracle, from which the observations 
are generated independently at random, and identically distributed over the unknown 
probability distribution D on X. Observations are of the form (x, 2), where £E 10,1}. 
Note that p-concept c is a function over X with a total of at most k local maxima 
and minima, such that Pr(Q = 11 x) = c(x). Note that the observation comprises an 
element of the domain and a label of either 0 or 1, rather than a real value representing 
a probability. 
In Algorithm 4 we draw observations from the oracle until we have seen exactly 
m observations with each label, discarding any additional observations with a label for 
which m observations have already been obtained. The observations are stored in two 
sets, So and Sl - with So containing m observations with label 0, and Si containing 
m observations with label 1. From these observations we construct classifier f such 
that the probability of f correctly labelling an element of X is optimised based on the 
sample data. Note that this classifier is constructed implicitly in the process of labelling 
newly observed data, and is never explicitly constructed in our algorithm - this will be 
discussed in Section 4.4. 
4.3.1 Constructing the Learning Agents 
We pass the sets So and Sl to a pair of learning agents, Lo and Li respectively, such 
that learner Go receives set So and G1 receives set S1. Notice at this stage that the data 
sample provided to each of the learning agents is made up of a set of m observations 
of values of X, and that the label of the observations is immaterial (as they are all 
identical). Therefore, the learning agents are acting within the unsupervised learning 
framework and can be referred to as unsupervised learners. 
When a previously unseen observation is generated, the algorithm is given a value 
Xq EX and is asked to label it, as shown in Algorithm 6. The value xq is passed to 
learners Co and C1 (using the getValue() call to Algorithm 5), each of which returns 
a numerical value. The highest of these values is used to label the observation - with 
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label 0 if the highest value came from Lo, and with 1 if it came from Li. 
Each learning agent has access to its sample of training data, and takes as input 
a single value Xq from the domain. Each learner then creates a window centred at Xq, 
defined as the interval with minimum width containing exactly mä observations from 
the training set. The inverse of this window width is then taken and returned to the 
algorithm by the learner. 
It follows that whichever learner fitted the narrowest window to Xq returns the 
largest value, and the algorithm labels the observation with the label associated with 
that learner. 
4.4 Analysis of the Algorithm 
We show that with high probability, the distribution of observations in a sample gener- 
ated by the oracle is close to the distribution D over which the sample has been randomly 
generated. In Lemma 23, we formalise this by imagining the domain to be divided into 
intervals for some small fraction C such that each interval is expected to contain r; 
proportion of the sample. It is then shown that the empirical sample is likely to contain, 
to within a small multiplicative error, the expected proportion of observations occurring 
within each interval. 
4.4.1 Bounds on the Distribution of Observations over an Interval 
Lemma 23 Let D be an arbitrary probability density function over continuous domain 
X, let ( be a small positive constant, and let e, 8E (0,1). We divide X into intervals 
[xo, xl],..., 
[x_1, 
x], such that for all values of i in 1,..., C, 
fps` 
, 
D(x) dx = (. A 
sample S of observations of X generated i. i. d. over D, such that ISI >- In 
(4), 
contains between (1-e)SISI and (1+e)SISI observations in each interval with probability 
at least 1- 2 
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Proof: Suppose that yl, l,..., ylsl,! are {0,1}-valued random variables, such that 
yaj =1 if the ith observation in sample S lies in interval [xj, xj+l]. From the definition 
of the intervals, and the fact that the observations are generated independently, it is 
clear that Pr(yz, j = 1) = C. 
From standard Chernoff bounds (see for instance [4,9]) we see that, for e>0 
and jE 
{1,..., }: 
Pr (j Lsj=1 yi, ý >_ (1 + e)() < e-EXIST/3, 
and Pr 
( Eas=l Yid < (1 - e)ý) < e-e2Clsl/2. TS7 
The above inequalities can be combined to show that 
fist Ist 
Pr Yi, j ý (1 + e)CISI 
V yi, j < (1 - e)SISI < 2e_ 
2C15l/3. (4.1) 
i=1 i=1 
This equation bounds the probability of a sample being generated in which the 
number of observations occurring within a specific interval is greater than a multiplicative 
factor of (1 +e) above or less than a multiplicative factor of (1 - c) below the expected 
number. We regard samples of this nature to be unrepresentative of the distribution 
from which it is generated. Equation 4.1 only looks at one specific interval on the 
domain, and there are such intervals. By taking a union bound on the intervals, we 






(1 - e)IS yz, i < (1 + e)CIS 1- 
() 
e-eZl/3 
JJ : =1 
(4.2) 
We now show that a sample size of ISI > E3 
In (-C-S4 ) is sufficient to ensure that 
the probability in Equation 4.2 is at least 1-2. By substituting ISI = In 
(i) into 
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the right hand side of Equation 4.2, we get 
1-l 
2ý 
e ZSISI/3 =1- 
(2ý 
e-e2C( - 






Finally, by substituting this result back into Equation 4.2 we show that with 
probability at least 1-2, a sample S such that ISI > E- 
In (4), contains between 
(1 - e)5ISI and (1 + E)SISI observations in each interval for 0<c<1. 
( Is' b 
Pr 
(Vj 
E1 (1 - e)SISI < yij <- (1 + e)(ISI >1--. l i=1 2 
13 
4.4.2 Bounds on the Regret Associated with the Classifier Resulting 
from the Algorithm 
We now show that the regret associated with the classifier defined by the algorithm in 
Figure 4.4 is bounded within c with probability at least 1-b, given a training sample 
size polynomial in e and S. 
Theorem 24 The algorithm in Figure 4.4 defines classifier f such that with probability 
at least 1-b, Regret 
(I) < E. 
Proof: The analysis of the algorithm can be broken down into three distinct cases. 
Each of these cases represent a subset of the domain formed by the composition of 
noncontiguous intervals. The three subsets are mutually exclusive and span all elements 
of the domain. We examine each of these cases, bounding the addition to the total 
regret associated with the classifier in each case. 
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Notice that the aim is not to bound the risk associated with the classifier f 
defined by the algorithm, rather it is to bound the additional risk incurred by using f 
as opposed to f*. There is a minimum risk R(f*) associated with any classifier, and 
it is clear that for values of .cEX where c(x) is close to 2, there is little advantage 
(in terms of risk) of a classifier choosing one label over the other - even the optimum 
classifier can do no better than a 50/50 success rate when classifying such observations. 





Figure 4.5: Case 1- covering values of x where the value of hr) has little effect on 
regret. il U i2 U i3 = II. 
From Figure 4.5 it can be seen that for all values of .r in the intervals labeled 
ii, i2 and i, i, I- F' < c(z) <+F, where F is a small fraction of r .3 
Informally, this 
In fact we shall later define r' such that but for now we shall stick to using r' to simplify 
the analysis. 
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ii i, it 
,l 
is what we shall refer to as "Case 1". Formally, we define Il to be the subset of the 
domain representing Case 1, such that Il = {x EX12- e' < c(x) <2+ e'}. 
"Case 1" 
To bound the regret associated with Il, we consider the worst-case scenario (from the 
point of view of maximising the regret incurred over Il). Consider the case where 
dx EX: c(x) =2- E' (Il covers the whole domain). The optimal classifier f* for this 
function is one which predicts label 0 for every value of xEX, since the probability of 
any observation having label 0 is 2+ c'. It follows that R(f*) =2- e', regardless of 
the probability distribution over X. 
If we now consider the worst possible classifier for this p-concept - which we 
shall call f1- such that f1 gives the label 1 to all observations, then it can be seen 
that R (f 1) =2+ e'. This is illustrated in Figure 4.6. It is therefore the case that 
Regret (f 1) = R(f 1) - R(f *) = V. 
We have seen that in the worst scenario (where Il covers the whole domain, 
and where the regret associated with the classifier has been maximised) the total regret 
incurred over values of the domain in Il is V. There is no need to examine the detail 
of our algorithm for dealing with values of the domain in Il - it is clear that the worst 
possible classifier does little worse than the optimal classifier - so we use 2e' as the 
upper bound on the contribution to the regret associated with our classifier over this 
region. 
In contrast to Case 1 where we do not make any claims about the algorithm's 
performance in labelling data, Case 2 consists of regions where one label has a signif- 
icantly higher probability of occurring, and we would like the algorithm to reflect this 
and label the points with the appropriate label. I2 consists of regions lying outside of 
Il, such that either c(x) <2- e' or c(x) >2+ E'. However, we need to guarantee 
that when we label the points, the windows generated in Algorithm 5 lie wholly outside 













therefore necessary to have a third case defining "buffer zones" between Il and 12, to 
cover regions where this overlap is possible. These buffer zones will comprise 13. 
Finally we will examine Case 3, with 13 representing the corresponding subset of 
the domain. Case 3 deals with the situation where the point being classified lies outside 
the regions comprising Il, yet close enough to the region for an overlap to occur with 
the windows constructed by Lo and Gl in Algorithm 5 as described above. 
"Case 2" 
Figure 4.7 shows the regions comprising 12 (see the lower of the two graphs), labeled 
as i4, i5, i6 and i7. Notice that gaps have been left between these regions and the 
regions comprising Il (see the top graph). These are illustrated in Figure 4.8, and will 
be explained in detail later on. 
We wish to ensure that given a representative sample (as discussed in Lemma 23) 
of observations, the algorithm will choose the most likely label for each value of the 
domain lying within I2, namely 0 if c(x) <1- e' and 1 if c(x) >2+ e'. If this occurs 
(the most likely label is chosen over all xE I2) it follows that b'x E 12 :j (x) =f *(x). 
It is therefore the case that over this region no additional regret is accrued since the risk 
associated with f and f* is identical. 
To analyse the algorithm further we need to define what is meant by a represen- 
tative sample of observations. We will then show that with probability at least 1-6 
the algorithm generates representative samples of observations with each label. 
The algorithm generates a sample of m observations with each label from the 
oracle, where m is defined in Algorithm 4. For each label, we wish to divide up the 
domain in the way described in Lemma 23, into intervals, each containing roughly the 
expected number of points (with that label). Note that the intervals defined for labels 
0 and 1 will differ (unless c(x) =2 over the entire domain). We shall refer to these sets 
of intervals as Zo and Z1 respectively. It can be seen from Lemma 23 that, for suitably 










Figure 4.7: Case 2- intervals where it is important that j (x-) should predict the same 
label as f *(.,, i7) I, = ii U i2 U i;;, I2 = it U i, 5 U i(; U 17, and the remaining intervals are 
I; 3. 
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Figure 4.8: Case 3-1; 3 = 101 Uill Uio2Ui12Uio: Uii:. The intervals with dark shading 
represent values of :r for which c(x) <1- f', and the lighter areas represent values of 
x for which c(d) > 71 ) -" F' 
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!, 1, (a V, 
'0/ ill l1, ! o, 1Q3 11; .i 
observations with a specific label is generated then with probability at least 1-2, each 
of the intervals will contain between (1 - c") Cm and (1 + c") Cm observations. 
For the overall sample to be representative, we require that for each label's 
sample, the observations are divided more or less equally between the intervals, such that 
each interval contains between (1 - E") Cm and (1 + e") (m observations as described 
above. 
28 We now substitute expressions for e" and we choose e" = and is = 
E2 
This means that with probability at least 1-2 there are 2-8c2m3 intervals, each 
containing between (1 - 1) 28E 
Zm3 and (1 + is) 28E-2m3 observations, so long as 
2? 
m> 3m3 In 
E265 3 
22 3ms>In E283 
<( 
265 ). 
J el 2 M3 
It can be verified that this inequality is satisfied when m> 8-1e'3 and m> 239. From 
Algorithm 4 it can be verified that this is the case. 
Since the samples of observations with label 0 and label 1 are each represen- 
tative with probability at least 1-2, it follows that both generated samples will be 
representative with probability at least 1-S. 
Assuming that both samples used by the algorithm are representative, we show 
that all observations occurring in a region of 12 for which c(x) >1 +E' are given label 1 
by the algorithm - and by symmetry observations in regions of I2 for which c(x) <2 -e' 
are labeled 0. Consider an observation at x' E X, such that x' E'2 and c(x) >2+ e'. 
Learners CO and Cj generate windows, centred at x', each containing m3 observations 
from the training data with their respective label. 
First we examine the window generated by Cl. Given that c(x) >2+ E', the 
observation should be labeled 1 by the algorithm, and this happens when G1's window 
is narrower than that of Co. Note that the whole region of the domain containing the 
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window generated by Li must lie outside Il for the following analysis to hold - however 
the same restriction is not put on the window of Lo. If Lo's window encroaches on Il 
and L i's does not, it follows that the window generated by Gl must be narrower and 
therefore the observation will be labeled correctly. 
We define range, as the minimum set of intervals in 7L1 such that ranger 
contains the entire window generated by L, and rl is the number of these intervals. By 
the definition of these intervals it follows that rl < 2+ 1'E TZL, as the window contains 
m3 observations from the sample and each interval must contain at least (1 - e")(m 
observations for the sample to be representative, and in addition to this the window may 
overlap at most 2 incomplete intervals. Therefore, 
rl <2+1 (4.3) 
(1 - e")(ms 
Let rl be the upper bound on rl. rl =2+1 --1 1 
We now define rangen 
(1_e)Cm 
as the minimum set of intervals in 7Zo such that rangeo contains the entire window 
generated by Lo, and ro is the number of these intervals. Since c(x) >2+ e', the 
probability density of observations with label 0 occurring over this region must be at 
least a factor of <1- 2e' smaller than that of observations with label 1. Referring 
to Equation 4.3, it can be seen that 
To G2 +Tl(1 -2E 
= 2+ 
(2+ 1, ) 
(1-2E) 
(1 - Ell)ým3 
= 4(1 - E) +1- 
2e' (4.4) 
(1 - e")(m3 
Let mo be the maximum number of observations in Co's sample occurring across 
ro intervals in 7Lo. We define the upper bound on ro as fo = 4(1 - e') + 1-2E (1-EI')Cm 
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. ýý1 
From Equation 4.4, it can be seen that 
mo = fo(1 +E 11 )(m 
= 
(4(1-E)+ 1-2E' 
1 +E")(m (1 - e")(m3 
< 4(1 -E)(1 + c")(m + 
(1 + c")(1- 2E')m3 (4.5) 1 -E" 
By substituting the values of 28 , e' =E and e" into Equation 4.5, we find f2MT 
is 
that 
m° 2106-2( 1-81 \1+16/mäh-I 
+ E6 (1-4m3 
<2 1° 2(1-81`1+161m +(1-F-81\1 4I m3' 
39c For values of m>29, we see that mo < m3 from the following: 















= 223e-5 1- 
2 
-f- 16 128) 
226e-6 1- 8- 322 
_ 226E-6 +2 23E-5 - 
(2196-4 +2 16C-3 +2 23E-5 +/221E-41 
< 226e-6 < m3. 
lJ 
We know that the window generated by Cl contains m3 observations, and we 
have shown that mo - the maximum number of observations with label 0 within rangen, 
is smaller than this. Therefore the window containing m3 observations with label 0 must 
be wider than this. It follows that the value returned by G1 (the inverse of the window 
width) is higher, so the observation receives label 1. 
From this result it can be seen that (provided that the data sample of each 
label is representative - as in Equation 4.2), all observations occurring within 12 will be 
given the most probable label by the algorithm. This means that no additional regret 
is incurred in the region, since the algorithm predicts the same label as the optimal 




We now examine Case 3, which provides the buffer zones 13 between Il and 12 to ensure 
that for the analysis of Case 2, c(x) >2+, E' (or c(x) <2- c) across the whole of 
range, (or the corresponding range for the analysis when c(x) < 1-e') as stated above. 
In a similar way to Case 1, we make no claim about the performance of the algorithm 
on observations generated in 13. However, in Case 1 the optimal algorithm does little 
better than to randomly guess the label, which means that the additional regret incurred 
is limited. In this case the optimal algorithm classifies at least a proportion 2 +E' of the 
observations correctly, so if our algorithm chooses the less likely label as a classification, 
we incur additional expected loss. 
For each of the turning points, of which there at most k, there can be at most 
two regions where the the function c(x) crosses either 2- e' or 2+ E' (note that there 
is an additional region at either end of the domain, where the function enters Il for the 
first time and when it leaves Il for the last time). In each of these regions we define an 
interval such that at least m3 observations of the label with highest probability occur 
within that region - or until the threshold is crossed again into I. For example, when 
the function crosses c(x) =2- e' at some value of xEX, we define an interval so that 
c(x) <2- e' over the entire interval, and such that the interval must contain at least 
m3 points with label 0 in a representative sample, unless by doing so we cross back into 
Il, at which point the interval ends. See Figure 4.8 for an illustration of these regions. 
Intervals i01, i02 and i03 are all regions where c(x) <2- E', and ill, i12 and i13 are 
regions where c(x) >2+ e'. As such, intervals io# are defined to contain a minimum 
of m3 observations with label 0, and intervals il. are defined to contain a minimum of 
m3 observations with label 1. 
The addition to the regret incurred by the algorithm in 13 is at most the prob- 
ability of an observation with the higher c(x) value being generated in the region. By 
symmetry the following applies both to intervals where c(x) <2- e' and those where 
c(x) >2+ e', but we shall analyse the former. Let range' be the minimum set of 
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intervals in 4, containing the entirety of the maximum-width window generated by CO 
on a representative sample, such that the window contains the observation closest to 
Il (at the boundary under scrutiny) in its sample without encroaching on it. Let the 
number of these intervals in range' be r', such that r' <2+1E; fi3 r . 
This value of r' represents the largest number of intervals in 7Z0 which could 
be overlapped by the window described above. The probability of an observation with 
label 0 being generated in this region is at most r'c _ (2 +1 'E, 
i(ýn) 
C. Therefore the 
maximum probability that an observation of the label with the higher likelihood being 








This term is our upper bound on the regret incurred by 
the algorithm over 13. 
Examining the first part of this expression, we see that for m> 
(211+I) 
9 
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Now examining the second part of the expression, for m> 
(8+1 1 
2(k + 1) 
1_ 
2(k + 1) 
1< 
2(k + 1) 
= e/4. (4.7) (1-eýý)m3 ý1-ilm3 (1- E) 
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Summary 
We have now 'shown that with probability at least 1-ö, both samples of data are rep- 
resentative. It has been shown that the regret associated with our algorithm's classifier 
is at most 2e' =4 over I. It has also been shown that if both samples are represen- 
tative and given sufficiently large sample sizes, no regret is incurred from 12, and (from 
Equations 4.6 and 4.7), at most 2+4= 4E is incurred from 13. Therefore, it has been 
shown that with probability at least 1-5, Regret 





A probabilistic deterministic finite-state automaton (PDFA) is an automaton with a finite 
number of states that has, for each state, a probability distribution over the transitions 
leaving that state. We study these automata in a setting in which a function maps the 
set of all transitions to symbols from a finite alphabet, such that a symbol is emitted 
as a transition is used. The automaton is deterministic in that at most one transition 
with a given symbol is possible from any state. Thus a PDFA defines a probability 
distribution over the set of all strings over its alphabet. 
In the introduction to Chapter 2 we discuss the method of solving classification 
problems through using a Bayes classifier in conjunction with probability distributions 
over each class label. Automata and their associated distributions over outputs can 
be used in multiclass classification problems where sequences are being modeled. Such 
problems include genetic sequencing, natural language processing, and all manner of 
sound and image analysis such as speech recognition. 
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5.1 An overview of automata 
5.1.1 Related Models 
PDFAs are just one of a variety of structures used to model stochastic processes in 
fields such as Al and machine learning. Similar structures seen in related work include 
probabilistic non deterministic finite automata (PNFA), hidden Markov models (HMM), 
and partially observable Markov decision processes (POMDP). 
Probabilistic nondeterministic finite automata 
A PNFA is similar to a PDFA, but whereas a PDFA may have at most one transition with 
a given symbol leaving a state, a PNFA may have more than one transition emitting the 
same symbol. Thus even with knowledge of the starting state and the symbol generated 
by a transition from this state, the machine may be in one of several states. This model 
has more expressive power, and consequently it is harder to obtain positive results for 
learning. 
Hidden Markov models 
In a HMM, each state has a probability distribution over symbols, and a symbol is emitted 
when that state is visited. HMMs and PNFAs have essentially the same expressive 
power [18]1. Abe and Warmuth [2] give a strong computational negative result for 
learning PNFAs and HMMs, namely that is it hard to maximise the likelihood of an 
individual string using these models (for a fixed number of states). 
'As it is shown in [2], a PNFA can only be encoded as a HMM if it is the case that from each state 
in the automaton, the ratio between the probabilities of the different symbols emitted by the outgoing 
transitions is independent of the states arrived at by the transitions. i. e. the probability of observing 
symbol o given that a transition from state qo to state ql is followed, is equal to the probability of 
observing symbol a given a transition to state qZ from qo, for any pair of states ql and qz. 
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Partially observable Markov decision processes 
POMDPs are associated with online learning problems where choices can be made by 
the learner as data is analysed. There is an underlying probabilistic finite automaton 
whose states are not directly observable. A POMDP takes actions as input from the 
learner, where an observation is output and a reward is awarded to the learner (at each 
step, the reward depends on the transition taken and the learner's action). The objective 
in these learning problems is to maximise some function of the rewards. A POMDP is 
an extension of the notion of a Markov decision process to situations where the state is 
not always known to the algorithm. 
5.1.2 PDFA Results 
Positive results for PAC-learning sub-classes of PDFAs were introduced by Ron et al. [41], 
where they show how to PAC-learn acyclic PDFAs, and apply the algorithm to speech and 
handwriting recognition. Clark and Thollard [10] presented an algorithm that PAC-learns 
general PDFAs, using the KL-divergence as the error measure (the distance between 
the true distribution defined by the target PDFA, and the hypothesis returned by the 
algorithm). The algorithm is polynomial in three parameters: the number of states, 
the "distinguishability" of states, and the expected length of strings generated from any 
state of the target PDFA. Distinguishability (defined in Section 5.3) is a measure of the 
extent to which any pair of states have an associated string that is significantly more 
likely to be generated from one state than the other. While unrestricted PDFAs can 
encode noisy parity functions [30] (believed to be hard to PAC-learn), these PDFAs have 
"exponentially low" distinguishability. 
5.1.3 Significance of Results 
We study the problem of PAC-learning general PDFAs (as in [10]), using variation dis- 
tance instead of KL-divergence. This modification allows some strengthening and sim- 
plifications of the resulting algorithms. The main one is that-as conjectured in [10]-a 
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polynomial bound on the sample-size requirement is obtained that does not depend on 
the length of strings generated by the automaton. We also have no need for a distin- 
guished "final symbol" that must terminate all data strings, or a "ground state" in the 
automaton constructed by the algorithm2. We have also simplified the algorithm by not 
re-sampling at each iteration; instead we use the same sample in all iterations. 
The Ll distance and KL divergence are defined in Section 1.4. KL-divergence is 
in a strong sense a more "sensitive' measure than variation distance - this was pointed 
out in Kearns et at. [30], which introduced the general topic of PAC-learning probability 
distributions. In Cryan et al. [13] a smoothing technique is given for distributions over 
the boolean domain (where the length of strings is a parameter of the problem)-an 
algorithm that PAC-learns distributions using the variation distance can be converted 
to an algorithm that PAC-learns using the KL-divergence. (Abe et at. [1] give a similar 
result in the context of learning p-concepts. ) Over the domain E* (strings of unrestricted 
length over alphabet E) that technique does not apply, which is why we might expect 
stronger results as a result of switching to the Ll distance. 
Our approach follows [10], in that we divide the algorithm into two parts. The 
first (Algorithm 7 of Figure 5.1) finds a DFA that represents the structure of the hy- 
pothesis automaton, and the second (Algorithm 8 of Figure 5.2) finds estimates of the 
transition probabilities. Algorithm 7 constructs (with high probability) a DFA whose 
states and transitions are a subset of those of the target. Algorithm 8 learns the transi- 
tion probabilities by following the paths of random strings through the DFA constructed 
by Algorithm 7, taking advantage of the fact that commonly-used transitions can be 
estimated more precisely. 
'The presence of the ground state is the reason why it is necessary for the expected length of a string 
to be known in [10]. Due to the nature of KL-divergence, it is essential to avoid unbounded logarithmic 
errors occurring - therefore the constructed automaton must accept all strings over the alphabet. This 
is done by constructing a ground state, q', to which any undefined transitions are linked (where there is 
no corresponding transition for symbol o leaving node q, a transition (q, a) is created with some small 
associated probability such that -r(q, or) = q*). At the ground node, there are transitions r(q*, a) = q` 
defined for all o, E E. and the expected length of a string can be used to calculate -y(q', a) such that 
strings with the required expected length may be generated. Finally, a transition -r(q*, of) =qf links the 
ground node to the finishing state, emitting the final symbol of (which is not required in our definition 
of the problem). 
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In Section 5.7 we show that for the subclass of PDFA consisting of automata 
that can be represented as a finite length string, PAC-learning in terms of Ll distance 
is equivalent to inefficient PAC-learning in terms of KL-divergence. The method used 
to convert from a distribution which is close to the target automaton in terms of L1 
distance to an equivalent distribution which is equivalently close in KL-divergence is 
similar to the e-Bayesian averaging performed in [1]. 
5.2 Defining a PDFA 
A PDFA can stochastically generate strings of symbols as follows. The automaton has 
a finite set of states - one of which is distinguished as the initial state. The automaton 
generates a string by making transitions between states (starting at the initial state), 
each transition occurring with a constant probability specifically associated with that 
transition. The symbol labelling that transition is then output. The automaton halts 
when the final state is reached. It is common for a definition of a PDFA to include the 
specification of a final symbol at the end of all words; we do not require that restriction 
here. 
Definition 25 A PDFA A is a sextuple (Q, E, qo, q1, , r, ry), where 
"Q is a finite set of states, 
"E is a finite set of symbols (the alphabet), 
9 qo EQ is the initial state, 
" of VQ is the final state, 
"7: QxE -º QU {qf} is the (partial) transition function, 
.y: QxE -º [0,1] is the function representing the probability of a given symbol 
(and the corresponding transition) occurring from a given state. 
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Where appropriate, we extend the use of T and y to strings: 
T(4, Q1Q2... Qk) = T(7-(Q, al), o2... ok), and 
-i(4, U1Q2... Uk) = 'Y(4, Q1)"'Y(T(9,0'1), Q2... Qk). 
It is required that iiEE y(q, a) =1 for all qEQ, and when T(q, a) is undefined, 
ry(q, a) = 0. In addition of is reachable from any state of the automaton, that is, for 
all qEQ there exists sE E* such that T(q, s) = of A -y(q, s) > 0. 
If A denotes a PDFA, it follows that A defines a probability distribution over 
strings in E*. 3 Let DA(s) denote the probability that A generates sE E*, so we have 
DA(s) = ry(go, s) for s such that r(qo, s) = qf. 
We use the pair (q, o) to denote the transition from state qEQ labeled with 
character oEE. Let DA(q) denote the probability that a random string generated by 
A uses state qEQ. Thus DA(q) is the probability that s- DA (i. e. s sampled from 
distribution DA) has a prefix p with T(qo, p) = q. In a similar way, DA(q, a) denotes the 
probability that a random string generated by A uses transition (q, o)-the probability 
that a random string sN DA has a prefix po with -r(qo, p) = q. 
Suppose D and D' are probability distributions over E*. A class V of probability 
distributions is PAC-learnable by algorithm A with respect to the variation distance if 
the following holds. Given parameters e>0, b>0, and access to samples from any 
DED, using runtime and sample size polynomial in 1/e and 1/5, A should, with 
probability at least 1-b, output a distribution D' with Li(D, D') < C. If DEV is 
described in terms of additional parameters that represent the complexity of D, then we 
require A to be polynomial in these parameters as well as 1/c and 1/5. 
5.3 Constructing the PD FA 
In this section we describe the first part of the algorithm, which constructs the underlying 
DFA of a target PDFA A. That is, it constructs the states Q and transitions given by 
'The reachability of the final state ensures that A will halt with probability 1. 
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T, but not the probabilities given by ry. The algorithm has access to a source of strings 
in E* generated by DA. We allow "very unlikely" states to be ignored, as described at 
the end of this section where we explain how our algorithm differs from previous related 
algorithms. Properties of the constructed DFA are proved in Section 5.4. 
The algorithm is shown in Figure 5.1. We have the following parameters (in 
addition to the PAC parameters e and 5): 
" JEJ: the alphabet size, 
" n: an upper bound on the number of states of the target automaton, 
" µ: a lower bound on distinguishability, defined below. 
In the context of learning using the KL-divergence, a simple class of PDFAs (see Clark 
and Thollard [10]) can be constructed to show that the parameters above are insufficient 
for PAC Iearnability in terms of just those parameters. In [10], parameter L is also used, 
denoting the expected length of strings. 
From the target automaton A we generate a hypothesis automaton H using 
a variation on the method described by [10] utilising candidate nodes, where the L, 
norm between the suffix distributions of states is used to distinguish between them (as 
studied also in [28,41]). We define a candidate node in the same way as [10]. Suppose 
G is a graph whose vertices correspond to a subset of the states of A, and whose edges 
correspond to transitions. Initially G will have a single vertex corresponding to the initial 
state; G is then constructed in a greedy incremental fashion. 
5.3.1 Structure of the Hypothesis Graph 
G= (VE) denotes the directed graph constructed by the algorithm. V is the set of 
vertices and E the set of edges. Each edge is labeled with a letter aEE, so an edge is 
a member of VxExV. Note that due to the deterministic nature of the automaton, 
there can be at most one vertex vq such that (vp, o, vq) EE for any vp EV and aEE. 
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Candidate nodes 
Definition 26 A candidate node in hypothesis graph G is a pair (u, o) (also denoted 
qu, Q), where u is a node in the graph and or EE where TG(u, a) is undefined. 
Let D. denote the distribution over strings generated using state q as the initial 
state, so that 
D9(s) = ry(q, s) for s such that T(q, s) = qf. 
Given a sample S of strings generated from DA, we define a multiset associated 
with each node or candidate node in a hypothesis graph. The multiset for node q is an 
i. i. d. sample from Dq, derived from S, obtained by taking members of S that use q and 
deleting their prefixes that reach q for the first time in a string. For a candidate node, 
we use the following definition. 
Definition 27 Given a sample S, candidate node qv,, o has multiset S.,, associated with 
it, where for each sES, we add s" to S..,, whenever s= s'os" and Tc(go, s') = u. 
The notion of distinguishability 
The L,,. -norm is a measure of distance between a pair of distributions, defined as follows. 
Definition 28 LOQ(D, D') = max9EE" ID(s) - D'(s)l. 
Definition 29 The parameter of distinguishability, p, is a lower bound on the L,,. -norm 
between Dq, and Dq2 for any pair of nodes (ql, q2), where ql and q2 are regarded as 
having sufficiently different suffix distributions in order to be considered separate states. 
We define as follows the L,,,, -norm (an empirical version of the L,,,, -norm) with 
respect to multisets of strings Sq1 and S92, where Sy, and Sq2 have been respectively 
sampled from Dq1 and Dq2. 
Definition 30 For nodes ql and q2, with associated multisets Sq, and Sq2, 
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L00(Dq,, Dg2)=mom 
Is 5Se, I_ Is 
SE 
Sg21 
C( qij q21 / 
where Dq is the empirical distribution over the strings in the multiset S. associated with 
q, and where Is E Sqj is the number of occurrences of strings in multiset S. 
As in [41,10], we say that a pair of nodes (qi, q2) are IA-distinguishable if 
Loo (Dqj, Dq2) = max9EE" IDq, (s) - D42 (S)1 ? µ" 
Although we claim only to learn PDFA with a bounded n-distinguishability be- 
tween all pairs of states, in fact - as observed by [41] - it is enough that all pairs of 
states with non-negligible weights be distinguishable. 
5.3.2 Mechanics of the Algorithm 
The algorithm uses two quantities, mo and N. mo is the number of suffixes required in 
the multiset of a candidate node for the node to be added as a state (or as a transition) 
to the hypothesis. It will be shown that mo is a sufficiently large number to allow us to 
establish that the distribution over suffixes in the multiset that begin at state q is likely 
to approximate the true distribution Dq over suffixes at that state. N is the number of 
(i. i. d. ) strings in the sample generated by the algorithm. Polynomial expressions for mo 
and N are given in Algorithm 7. 
We show that the probability of Algorithm 7 failing to adequately learn the 
structure of the automaton is upper bounded by b'. In Section 5.5 we show that 
the transition probabilities are learnt (with sufficient accuracy for our purposes) by 
Algorithm 8 with a failure probability of at most ö". Overall, the probability of the 
algorithms failing to learn the target PDFA within a variation distance of e is at most 
S, for 5=5'+ö". 
Algorithm 7 differs from [10] as follows. We do not introduce a "ground node" 
-a node to catch any undefined transitions in the hypothesis graph so as to give a 
probability greater than zero to the generation of any string. Instead, any state q 
for which DA(q) < 4n EE can be discarded - no corresponding node is formed in our 
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Algorithm 7 Construct Automaton. 
Hypothesis Graph G= (V, E) = ({qo}, 0) 
mo = (16/p)2(1og(32/a'µ) + 1og(njEI) + nIEI) 
N= max 
(8n2 E2 In 2^1£ 'n El 8mon E 
JI E 
generate a sample S of N strings iid from DA 
repeat 
for each vEV, aEE, where rG(v, a) is undefined 
create a candidate node q,,, o with associated multiset S,,, Q =0 
for each string sES, where s= ra't and grr(qo, r), a' is a candidate node 
ST(go, 
r), ol F- 
ST(go, 
r), o# U 
{t} 
identify candidate node with the largest multiset, Su, 7" 
if (ISu, Q««I > mo) % candidate node has large enough multiset 
if (8v EV: Lco (Dqu, 
o,,, 
D) < 2) % candidate "looks like" existing node 
add edge (u, a", v) to E 
else 
add node q,, Q" to V, with multiset Su,,, " 
add edge (u, Q", qu, Q") to E 
until(ISu,, ««I < mo) % no candidate node has large enough multiset 
return G 
Figure 5.1: Constructing the underlying graph 
hypothesis graph. There is only a small probability that our hypothesis automaton 
rejects a random string generated by DA (when there is no corresponding path through 
the graph), which means that the contribution to the overall variation distance is very 
small. This is in contrast to the KL distance, which would become infinite. 
Note that in contrast to the previous version of this algorithm in [39], and the 
algorithm of [10], we make a single sample at the beginning of the algorithm and we use 
the whole sample at each iteration. The trade-off is that by re-using the same sample 
at each iteration, we need a much lower failure probability (or higher reliability). It 
turns out that the total sample-size is about the same, but the algorithm is simpler and 
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corresponds with the natural way one would treat real-world data. 
5.4 Analysis of PDFA Construction Algorithm 
The initial state q'o of H corresponds to the initial state qo of A. Each time a new 
state q,,,, is added to H, its corresponding state in A is (with high probability) T(q,,, a). 
(Note that q in H already has a corresponding state in A. ) We show that there is a 
one to one correspondence and that we reproduce a subgraph of A. We claim that at 
every iteration of the algorithm, with high probability a bijection 'D exists between 
the states of H and candidate states, and a subset of the states of A, such that 
TA (Ui O) =VÄ TH(4ý (u), Q) _ ß(4I). 
5.4.1 Recognition of Known States 
We start by showing that with high probability, candidate states are correctly identified 
as being either unseen so far, or the same as a pre-existing state in the hypothesis. This 
part exploits the fact that the target automaton is known to have a minimum degree of 
distinguishability between all pairs of states. 
Proposition 31 Let D be a distribution over a countable domain. Let b and µ be 
positive probabilities. Suppose we draw a sample S of (16/p)2 log(16/bp) observations 
of D. Let 15 be the empirical distribution, i. e. the uniform distribution over multiset S. 
Then with probability 1-b, LOO(D, 15) < 4µ. 
Proof: Let X= {xl, x2i ... 
} be the domain. Associate xi with the interval Ii = 
[Ej<i Pr(xj), Ej<i Pr(xj)]. Let Ul denote the uniform distribution over the unit in- 
terval; a point drawn from Ul selects xi with probability Pr(xi). 
Suppose kEN, k< 16/µ. We identify a sufficiently large size for a sample 
S from Ul such that with probability at least 1- (bµ/16), the proportion of points in 
S that lie in [0, k(µ/16)], is within µ/16 of k(µ/16). By Hoeffding's inequality it is 
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sufficient that m= ISI satisfies 
That is satisfied by 
16 
> 2exp(-2m( )2). 
m> 
(µ)2log\-l 
Furthermore, by a union bound we can deduce that with probability at least 
1-6, for all kE {0,1, ... , 16/µ}, the proportion of points in 
[0, k(µ/16)] is within 
p/16 of expected value. This implies that for all intervals, including the I= intervals, the 
proportion of points in those intervals is within µ/4 of expected value. Q 
The following result shows that given any partially-constructed DFA, a candidate 
state is correctly identified with very high probability, using a sample of size mo = 
(16/µ)2(1og(32/ö'µ) + 1og(nJE) + niEJ). 
Proposition 32 Let G be a DFA with transition function Tc whose vertices and edges 
are a subgraph of the underlying DFA for PDFA A. Suppose DA is repeatedly sampled, 
and we add s2 to Sq,, whenever we obtain a string of the form s10'S2, where Trc(sl) is 
state q of G. 
If ISq, o > mo, then with probability at least 1- b'(njEj2njEj+1)-1, 
(S9,,,,, D4, a) < 
W4. 
Proof: Given any G, strings 82 obtained in this way are all sampled independently 
from Dq, Q. 
Proposition 31 shows that a sufficiently large sample size is given by. 
16 16 (A )2log( 
b'µ(n1E12fl Ej+1)-i) = 
(-;; 
-)2(log( _) + 1og(nJE) +njEJ). 
13 
The following result applies a union bound to verify that whatever stage we reach 
at an iteration, and whatever candidate state we examine, the algorithm is unlikely to 
make a mistake. 
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Proposition 33 With probability b', for all candidate nodes qu, oýý found by the algo- 
rithm, is added to G such that G continues to be a subgraph of the PDFA for 
A. 
Proof: Proposition 31 and the metric property of L,,,, show that if distributions D 
associated with states v are empirically estimated to within L,,. distance µ/4, then our 
threshold of µ/2 that is used to distinguish a pair of states, ensures that no mistake is 
made. 
There are at most 2"IEI possible subgraphs G and at most njEj candidate nodes 
for any subgraph. If the probability of failure is at most öF(nIEj2nlrl+1)-1 for any single 
combination of G and candidate node, then by a union bound and Proposition 32, the 
probability of failure is at most b'/2. 11 
We have ensured that mo is large enough that with high probability the algorithm 
does not 
" identify two distinct nodes with each other, or 
" fail to recognise a candidate node as having been seen already. 
5.4.2 Ensuring that the DFA is Sufficiently Complete 
Next we have to check that it does not "give up too soon", as a result of not seeing 
mo samples from a state that really should be included in G. 
Proposition 34 Let A' be a PDFA whose states and transitions are a subset of those of 
A. Assume A' contains the initial state qo. Suppose q is a state of A' but (q, a) is not 
a transition of A. Let S be a sample from DA, ISI > (8n21EI2/e2) ln(2"M£InjEj/b'). 
Let Sq,, (A') be the number of elements of S of the form slos2 where 7-(qo, sl) =q 
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So the sample size identified in the statement is indeed sufficiently large. Q 
The following result shows that the algorithm constructs a subset of the states 
and transitions that with high probability accepts a random string from DA. 
Theorem 35 There exists T' a subset of the transitions of A, and Q' a subset of the 
states of A, such that E(q, Q)ET, 
DA(q, a) + EgEQ, DA(q) < 2, and with probability 
at least 1- b', every transition (q, a) V T' in target automaton A has a corresponding 
transition in hypothesis automaton H, and every state qV Q' in target automaton A 
has a corresponding state in hypothesis automaton H. 
Proof: Proposition 33 shows that the probability of all candidate nodes having "good" 
multisets (if the multisets contain at least mo suffixes) is at least 1- b'/2, from which 
we can deduce that all candidate nodes can be correctly distinguished from any nodes4 
in the hypothesis automaton. 
Proposition 34 shows that with a probability of at least 1- ö'(2nlElnjEj)-1, 
the proportion of strings in a sample S (generated i. i. d. over DA, and for IS) > 
(8n2IEI2/C2)1n(21 IEInjEj/8')) reaching candidate node q is within ¬(8nlEI)-1 of the 
expected proportion DA(q). This holds for each of the candidate nodes (of which there 
are at most njEt), and for each possible state of the hypothesis graph in terms of 
the combination of edges and nodes found (of which there are at most 2"I£I), with a 
probability of at least 1- b'/2. 
4Note that due to the deterministic nature of the automaton, distinguishability of transitions is not 
an issue. 
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If a candidate node (or a potential candidate node5) q, for which DA(q) > 
c(4njEl)-1, is not included in H, then from the facts above it follows that at least 
eN(8n1Ej)-1 strings in the sample are not accepted by the hypothesis graph. For each 
string not accepted by H, a suffix is added to the multiset of a candidate node, and 
there are at most nlEI such candidate nodes. From this it can be seen that some 
candidate node has a multiset containing at least $fN suffixes. From the definition 
of N, N> (8monjEJ/e). Therefore, some multiset contains at least monlEl suffixes, 
which must be at least as great as mo. This means that as long as there exists some 
significant transition or state that has not been added to the hypothesis, some multiset 
must contain at least mo suffixes, so the associated candidate node will be added to H, 
and the algorithm will not halt. 
Therefore it has been shown that all candidate nodes which are significant enough 
to be required in the hypothesis automaton (at least a fraction e(4nIEj)-1 of the strings 
generated reach the node) are present with a probability of at least 1- 2b', and that 
since all multisets contain at least mo suffixes, the candidate nodes and hypothesis graph 
nodes are all correctly distinguished from each other (or combined as appropriate) with 
a probability of at least 1- 2b'. 
T' is those transitions that have probability less than e/4nJEI of being used by 
a random string, and there can be at most njEI such transitions. Hence a random 
string uses an element of T' with probability at most 4e. We conclude that with a 
probability of at least 1- b', every transition (q, a) V T' in target automaton A for 
which DA(q, o) > e(4njEI)-1 and every state qV Q' in target automaton A for which 
DA(q) > e(4nJEI)-1, has a corresponding transition or state in hypothesis automaton 
H. El 
sA potential candidate node is any state or transition in the target automaton which has not yet 
been added to H, and is not currently represented by a candidate node. 
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5.5 Finding Transition Probabilities 
The algorithm is shown in Figure 5.2. We can assume that we have at this stage found 
DFA H, whose graph is a subgraph of the graph of target PDFA A. Algorithm 8 finds 
estimates of the probabilities ry(q, o) for each state q in H, oEE. 
If we generate a sample S from DA, we can trace each sES through H, and 
each visit to a state qH EH provides an observation of the distribution over the transi- 
tions that leave the corresponding state qA in A. For string s=0, I0,2 ... at, 
let qj be the 
state reached by the prefix o ... Qi_1. The probability of s is DA(S) _ fL y(q=, Qi+l). 
Letting nq, Q(s) denote the number of times that string s uses transition (q, a), then 
DA (8) _ Il 'Y(4, )"`q,, (9), (5.2) 
v, o 
Let y(q, o) denote the estimated probability that is given to transition (q, a) in H. 
Provided H accepts s, the estimated probability of string s is given by 
DH(s) _ 7(q, a)n9, a(9) (5.3) 
q, a 
We aim to ensure that with high probability for sN DA, if H accepts s (i. e. 
if s does not visit a node that has been omitted from the hypothesis) then the ratio 
DH(s)/DA(s) is close to 1. This is motivated by the following observation. 
Observation 36 Suppose that with probability l- 4e fors - DA, we have DH(s)IDA(s) E 
[1-4E, 1+4¬]. Then L1 (DA, DH) <E. 
Proof: 
Lj(DA, DH): -- E IDA(S) - DH (s) SEE' 
Let X= Is E !*: DH(s)/DA(S) E [1 - 4E, 1+ 4E]}. Then 
Ll(DA, Dx) => IDA(S) - Du (s)I +E IDA(S) - Dx(s)I (5.4) 
SEX gEE*\X 
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The first term of the right-hand side of Equation 5.4 is 
Z DA(s)I(1 - DH(s)IDA(s))I 
E DA(s). ( ) :5 
SEX sEX 
DA(X) >1- 4e and DH(X) > DA(X) - 4e, equivalently DAP \ X) < 4E and 
DH(E* \ X) < DAP \ X) + 4E le, hence the second term in the right-hand side 
of Equation 5.4 is at most 4e. 0 
We have so far allowed the possibility that H may fail to accept up to a fraction 
4e of strings generated by DA. Of the strings s that are accepted by H, we want to 
ensure that with high probability DH(s)/DA(s) is close to 1, to allow Observation 36 
to be used. 
5.5.1 Correlation Between a Transition's Usage and the Accuracy of its 
Estimated Probability 
Suppose that nq,, (s) is large, so that s uses transition (q, a) a large number of times. 
In that case, errors in the estimate of transition probability y(q, a) can have a dispro- 
portionately large influence on the ratio DH(s)/DA(s). What we show is that with high 
probability for random sN DA, regardless of how many times transition (q, o) typically 
gets used, the training sample contains a large enough subset of strings that use that 
transition more times than s does, so that ry(q, or) is nevertheless known to a sufficiently 
high precision. 
We say that s' E E* is (q, a)-good for some transition (q, a), if s' satisfies 
3 
Pr (na, a(3) > ne, a(s')) :5 4n 
E. 
DA IS1 
Informally, a (q, o)-good string is one that is more useful than most in providing an 
estimate of y(q, a). 
Proposition 37 Let m>1. Let S be a sample from DA, 
1S1 > m(32nlEI/e) ln(2njEI/b"). With probability 1-b"(2nIEj)'1, for transition (q, Q) 
there exist at least e(8nIE1)-'ISI (q, u)-good strings in S. 
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Proof: From the definition of (q, a)-good, the probability that a string generated at 
random over DA is (q, a)-good for transition (q, Q), is at least e(4njEj)-1 6 
Applying a standard Chernoff bound (see [4], p. 360), for any transition (q, a), 
with high probability over samples S, the number of (q, a)-good strings in S is at least 
half the expected number as follows. 
Pr 
(I{s 
ESs is (q, v)-good}< 
(4, 
isi)) < exp 
(-(4nEl) ISI). 
(5.5) 
We wish to bound this probability to be at most b"(2njEj)-1, so from Equa- 
tion 5.5, 
H1E5, ý 









which is indeed satisfied by the assumption in the statement. 13 
Notation. Suppose S is as defined in Algorithm 8. Let Mq, Q(S) be the largest number 
with the property that at least a fraction e(8njEj)-1 of strings in S use (q, a) at least 
Mq, Q(S) times. 
Informally, Mq, Q(S) represents a "big usage" of transition (q, a) by a random 
string - the fraction of elements of S that use (q, o) more than Mq, Q(S) times is less 
than E(8njEj)-1. The next observation states that Mq,, is likely to be an over-estimate 
of the number of uses of (q, a) required for (q, Q)-goodness. 
Observation 38 For any (q, o, ), with probability 1- 6"(2njEj)-1 (over random samples 
S with I SI as given in the algorithm), 
8 
Pr (n9, o (s) > Mq, o (S)) :5 4n IE[ 
(5.6) 
6The probability that a random string sN DA uses the transition (q, o) more times than a (q, o)- 
good string is at most e(4nIEI)-1, so the probability of generating a (q, o)-good string must be at least 
that much. 
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Proof: This follows from Proposition 37 (plugging in 
m= (2nIEI/b")(64nlEj/e6")2). Q 
Algorithm 8 Finding Transition Probabilities. 
Input: DFA H, a subgraph of A. 
generate sample S from DA; ISI = 
(ýI)(64I)2 r32 E E) In 1I; 
for each state qEH, o, EE: 
`J 
repeat 
for strings sES, trace paths through H; 
let Nq, _Q be random variable: number of observations of state q 
up to and including the next observation of transition (q, a) 
(include observations of q and (q, a) in rejected strings). 
until(all strings in S have been traced) 
let µ(Nq, _Q) be the mean of the observations of 
Nq, 
_Q; 
let 7(q, o) = l/µ(Nq, -o. 
) 
for each qEH, rescale j (q, v) such that 1: oErry(q, v) = 
1. 
Figure 5.2: Finding Transition Probabilities 
5.5.2 Proving the Accuracy of the Distribution over Outputs 
Theorem 39 Suppose that H is a DFA that differs from A by the removal of a set of 
transitions that have probability at most 2e of being used by sN DA. Then Algorithm 8 
assigns probabilities j (q, a) to the transitions of H such the resulting distribution Dtt 
satisfies Li (DA, DH) < e, with probability 1- b". 
Proof: Recall Observation 38, that with probability 1- 6"(2njEj)-1, 
9Pr 
(ne, o(s) > M9, o(S)) :5 4nIEI 
By definition of Mq, o(S), at least jSke(8nIED)-1 > (2nIEI/S")(64njEj/Eö")2 
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members of Sq,, use (q, a) at least Mq,, (S) times. Hence for any (q, Q), with probability 
1- S"(2nIEj)-1, there are Mq, Q(S)(2njEj/b")(64nIEI/eb'l)2 uses of transition (q, o). 
Consequently, (again with probability 1- 8"(2njEj)-1 over random choice of 
S), for any (q, a) the set S generates a sequence of independent observations of state 
q, which continues until at least Mq, Q(S)(2nlEI/6")(64nlEl/E6")2 of them resulted in 
transition (q, a). 
Let Nq, _, denote the random variable which 
is the number of times q is observed 
before transition (q, o) is taken. Each time state q is visited, the selection of the next 
transition is independent of previous history, so we obtain a sequence of independent 
observations of Nq, _Q. 
So, with probability 1-b"(2nJEI)-1, the number of observations 
of Nq, _c 
is at least Mq, Q(S)(2njEj/S")(64nlEI/e)2. 
Recall Chebyshev's inequality, that for random variable X with mean it and 
variance Q2, for positive k, 2 
Pr(IX-µI>k)<k2. 
Nq, _Q has a 
discrete exponential distribution with mean y(q, a)'1 and variance < 
ry(q, 0, )-2. Hence the empirical mean jµ(Nq, _Q) is a random variable with mean y(q, a)'1 
and variance at most ry(q, a)-2(Mq, o)-1(2nIEI/b")-1(64nlEl/eb")-2. Applying Cheby- 
shev's inequality with µ(Nq, _Q) for X, and 
k= ýy(q, o, )-1, ES"(64njEj Mq,, )-1, we have 
Pr I µcN _ 7) -'Y(4, cT)-l 





Note that for x, y>0 and 2>>0, if ly - xj < xý then ly 1- x-1I < 2x-' , and 
applying this to the left-hand side of the above, we deduce 





The rescaling at the end of Algorithm 8 (which may be needed as a result of 
infrequent transitions not being included in the hypothesis automaton) loses a factor of 
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at most 2 from the upper bound on f y(q, a) -j (q, Q)1. Overall, with high probability 
1- b"(2njEj)-1, 
j'Y(9, or) - 7(4, a) I< 
eb"ry(q, a) (5.7) 
16nIEj Mq, o 
For sE E* let nq(s) denote the number of times the path of s passes through 
state q. By definition of Mq, v(S), for any transition (q, Q) with high probability 1- 
e(4njEl)-1, 
Es-DA [nq(s)] < Mv, a(S)h7(q, a). (5.8) 






where of is the i-th character of s and qj is the state reached by the prefix of length 
i-1. 
Suppose A generates a prefix of s and reaches state q. Let random variable Xq 
be the contribution to log(DH(s)/DA(s)) when A generates the next character. 
E[Xq] = E'Y(4, a) log 
'Y(4, a) 
Q 
_ ý'Y(4, c) [1og('Y(4, o)) - logý'Yý4ý Q))ý 
For 1ý1 «x and some lal < 2, it is the case that log(x + ý) - log(x) = 
Cx-1(1 + aC/x). Using this fact and plugging in y(q, a) for x, then from Equation 5.7 
we claim that (with high probability 1- d"(2njEj)-1): 
log('Y(q, or)) - log('Y(q, a)) = I'Y(q, a) - y(q, a) 
(('))Aq, 
o (5.9) 
for some Aq, Q E [1 - Eö"(8njEI Mq, Q)-1,1 + E5"(8nlEj Mq, Q)-1] 
Consequently, 
E[X9] =E y(4, o) 
(7(q, 
a)) 
Aq, al7(q, a) - 7(q, o) a 
= j: A9, a l7(q, o) - 7(4, o) I a 
_ X: 17(q, a) - y(4, o)I +E B9, a17(q, a) - -r(9, a)I aa 
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for some Bq, Q E [-¬S"(8nIEl MQ, Q)-1, eb"(8njEI Mq Q)-1]. The first term vanishes, 
so we have 
E[Xq] =E Be, a 











where the last inequality uses Equation 5.7. For sN DA, the expected contribution to 
log(DH(s)/DA(s)) from all nq(s) usages of state q is, using Equation 5.8, at most 











Using Markov's inequality, there is a probability at most b" that 
1og(DH(s)/DA(s)) is more than c/8. 
Finally, in order to use Observation 36, note that 
(DH(s)IDA(S)) E [1 - 
lei 1+ 
4E] follows from log(DH(s)/DA(S)) E [-$E' B¬]. 0 
5.5.3 Running Algorithm 8 in log(1/b") rather than poly(1/b") 
The sample size expression is polynomial in 1/6", as is necessary for a PAC algorithm. 
However, this expression can be converted into one that is logarithmic in 1/d" as follows. 
If we run the algorithm x times using 6" =1, we obtain x values for the likelihood of 
a string, rather than just one. It is not hard to show that for x= O(log(1/b")), the 
median will be accurate with probability 1- S". 
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5.6 Main Result 
We can now put the two algorithms together using any values of b' and 5" that add 
up to at most ö (b being the overall uncertainty bound). By combining the results of 
Theorem 35 and Theorem 39, we get the following. 
Theorem 40 Given an automaton with alphabet E and at most n states, which is p- 
distinguishable for some parameter p, then Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 run in time 
polynomial in the above parameters (also e and d), producing a model which with 
probability at least 1- b differs (in L1 distance) from the original automaton by at most 
C. 
The algorithms are structurally similar to previous algorithms for learning PDFAs. 
One change worth noting that we have made, is that for each algorithm a single sample 
is taken at the beginning, and all elements of that sample are treated the same way. 
Previous related algorithms (including [39]) typically draw a sample at each iteration, 
so as to ensure independence between iterations. In practice it is natural and realistic 
to assume that every measurement is extracted from all the data. 
We have shown that as a result of using the variation distance as a criterion for 
precise learning, we can obtain sample-size bounds that do not involve the length of 
strings generated by unknown PDFAs. In the appendix we show why the KL-divergence 
requires a limit on the expected length of strings that the target automaton generates 
(see Section B. 1). Furthermore, this approach has addressed the issue of extracting 
more information from long strings than short strings, which is necessary in order to 
estimate heavily-used transitions with higher precision. 
5.7 Smoothing from L1 Distance to KL-Divergence 
Consider the problem of learning PDFAs having n states, over finite alphabet E, and 
probabilities represented by bit strings of length 1. Using sample size (but not time) 
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polynomial in n, JEI and Q (and the PAC parameters e and S), a distribution over this 
class can be estimated within KL-divergence e. The proof follows from Lemma 22 in 
Chapter 2, and from the observation that such a PDFA can be represented using a bit 
string whose length is polynomial in the parameters. 
Consequently we can learn the same class of PDFAs under the KL-divergence 
that can be learned under the Li distance, i. e. PDFAs with distinguishable states but no 
restriction on the expected length of their outputs. However, note that the hypothesis 
is "inefficient" (using a mixture of exponentially many PDFAs). 




To conclude we give a summary of the results contained in this thesis. We shall examine 
the significance of these results and, where relevant, put them in the context of related 
work. We will then discuss the questions stated in the introduction - namely whether 
there is a benefit to learning with unsupervised learners, whether it is harder to learn 
with unsupervised learners, and whether we can draw conclusions about the equivalence 
of learning in this framework to classical PAC-learning. 
6.1 Summary of Results 
Chapter 2 
In this chapter we gave results in the agnostic PAC learning framework bounding the 
accuracy and confidence of a PAC classifier to the accuracy of the distributions over 
class labels. We showed that if the distributions over k class labels are learnt within L1 
distance of e/ge of their targets (where £ is the label of the respective distribution) then 
the associated Bayes classifier is accurate within E. k. max{c} of the optimal classifier 
(max{c} being the largest cost in the cost matrix). This use of the maximum cost is an 
upper bound and this was used to provide generality, but the term could be tightened 
with the result of adding complexity to the expression. It is also shown that if the class 
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distributions are learnt with respect to KL-divergence, a regret of ke upper bounds the 
additional risk. In addition to this matching lower bounds are given by way of example 
distributions. 
It is then shown that for a class V of distributions specified on a finite discrete 
scale, distributions learnt under Ll distance in polynomial time can be learnt under 
KL-divergence in polynomial time. We go on to give a demonstration of a setting in 
which this can be applied in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 3 
Following from the previous chapter we demonstrate the use of unsupervised learners 
to achieve optical digit recognition. We show that adequate results can be gained from 
an algorithm using estimates of distributions over class labels in the extension of the 
PAC-learning framework as described in Chapter 2. These results are comparable with 
the widely used method of k-nearest neighbours -a discriminative algorithm. Since 
no preprocessing was performed on the images it is reasonable to assume that the 
results obtained in our experiments could be considerably enhanced (possibly halving the 
achieved error rate) by applying such techniques as have been studied elsewhere [11]. 
When the technique is applied to strings of digits with an aspect of context 
sensitivity, the generative technique is shown to perform well, exhibiting the expected 
level of error correction. The results indicate that it is worthwhile to perform such 
generative techniques in order to be able to correct errors in the recognition process 
with some degree of success. 
Chapter 4 
We show that the class of probabilistic concepts consisting of functions with at most k 
turning points can be PAC-learnt in the sense of [31] using a weak generative algorithm. 
It is conjectured that the problem cannot be solved in the strong generative sense of 
estimating distributions over class labels, and as such we give an algorithm that provides 
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an alternative discriminant function for each label. 
For the analysis in Section 4.4 to hold, we imposed a restriction in the statement 
of the problem that the class priors of label 0 and label 1 must each be 2. In learning 
problems of this nature there is often a restriction of this kind placed upon the learn- 
ing framework, or at least an assumption that the priors are known beforehand. This 
restriction allows greater simplicity of analysis, but may be seen as a limitation to the 
usefulness of the algorithm. However, it appears that the algorithm will work equally 
well given pairs of labels with different prior probabilities but to see this requires more 
complex analysis. 
Consider the following adaptation of the algorithm, whereby rather than generat- 
ing two samples of m observations from which to learn, we generate samples containing 
mo and ml observations of labels 0 and 1 respectively. Given class priors go and gl 
of the labels being generated by the oracle, where gl =1- go, we generate samples 
containing Im go' ')m observations of the label with the higher prior probability, \ min go, gl 
and m observations of the label with the lower prior probability. 
It appears that Theorem 24 still holds, although the method of showing this will 
differ slightly from the proof given. The additional complexity in the analysis comes 
from the fact that when using Lemma 23 to show that a sample is representative of 
its distribution, one of the classes will have a higher expected number of observations 
per interval than the other. To get around this, it would be necessary to alter the 
lemma, such that the domain is divided into a larger number of intervals for the label 
with the higher prior, in order to keep the expected number of observations in the 
intervals the same for each class. Since the idea of the algorithm given here is to show 
that unsupervised learners can be used efficiently to solve the problem, it was deemed 
unnecessary to explore this further. 
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Chapter 5 
It is shown that it is possible to PAC-learn PDFA in terms of the Ll distribution between 
the estimated distribution over outputs and that representing the target automaton. 
This extends the work of Clark and Thollard [10] where the KL-divergence is used as a 
measure of proximity. We show how to dispense with the previous requirement of an 
upper bound on the expected length of a string by virtue of the fact that the weaker L1 
distance is used. We then show that for the class of PDFA capable of representation 
by bit strings (in other words the probabilities of transitions can be represented on a 
discrete finite scale), the output distribution can be smoothed such that it is good under 
KL-divergence but not in polynomial time. 
In [24] the notion of µ-distinguishability is challenged, and a weaker notion of 
distinguishability termed pp -distinguishability is used to PAC-learn PDFA in terms of 
KL-divergence using a similar state-merging algorithm'. It is shown in [30] that PAC- 
learning of PDFA without distinguishability restrictions is hard - in that a subset of PDFA 
can encode noisy parity functions. It is conjectured in [25] that PAC-learning automata 
under L, distance suffers from the same problem, but learning pr distinguishable PDFA 
does not. 
As a further exploration of this problem, it would be interesting to investigate 
whether PDFAs are learnable without an a priori "distinguishability" of states. Given the 
research carried out on distinguishability of automata it is likely that any such results 
would involve restricting the algorithm to apply to specific subclasses of PDFA. 
A further question concerns whether it is necessary to be given the number of 
states as a parameter of the problem - techniques exist for estimating such parameters 
for solving similar problems. To do so would involve a process of taking an initially small 
value of n and applying the algorithm, then testing the resulting hypothesis automata 
to see whether a sufficiently large proportion of strings are accepted by the resulting 
lA pair of states are said to bei -distinguishable if the Ly distance between their suffix distributions 
is at least µ. 
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hypothesis graph. If not, the value of n is increased until the condition is met. 
However, it appears that this problem is non-trivial since the lower the value of 
n is that is being tested, the higher the criteria for significant candidate nodes being 
included. So as n is halved, the proportion of random strings using a transition in order 
for it to be considered significant doubles. Therefore, there is a high probability that 
transitions are excluded from the resulting DFA which should be included. There is then 
a problem of how much data to generate in order to test the DFA to see what proportion 
of strings are accepted, which - in order to achieve any bounds on the confidence of 
success - must be polynomial in n. It seems that a variant of this method could well 
generate an automaton that in practice is close to the target automaton, but it is unlikely 
that such a method could claim any certainty of success. 
6.2 Discussion 
In general - is the method of classifying via unsupervised learners a worthwhile method? 
There are a number of reasons supporting the use of unsupervised learners for classifi- 
cation problems, particularly in the strong generative sense where the distributions over 
class labels are estimated. In terms of the accuracy with which classifications can be 
made, the results of Chapter 2 show that the classification error is linked strongly to the 
accuracy of the distribution estimation, and Chapter 3 shows that good practical results 
can be achieved this way. 
The extension of the problem to circumstances where the a posteriori distribution 
over class labels is important shows that this additional information gives great benefits 
to the classification algorithm. Similar practical results [42] demonstrate that generative 
algorithms can outperform discriminative methods, particularly in cases where the data 
samples are relatively small. In situations such as those studied here where more than 
two classes are involved, benefits may be gained from the seemingly natural way in which 
classifications are made in contrast to finding class boundaries. 
In addition to the results observed in terms of classification rates, a number of 
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reasons have been mentioned as to why it may be beneficial to construct class distribu- 
tions. The most fundamental of these include the fact that data of all classes is treated 
in the same way -there is no artificial ordering of data- and if a class is added to or 
removed from the problem then it is relatively simple to accommodate this change. 
In [35] it is shown that a class of problems exists that can be solved by discrimi- 
native methods but not by generative methods. However, unlike the problems described 
in this thesis (and those in [22], [23]), the authors set the problem within the "Prob- 
ably Approximately Bayes' framework (defined in [35]) in which the distributions over 
observations and labels need not be independent - indeed in the problem stated they 
are not. However, the result does indicate a certain weakness in the power of generative 
learning for solving certain types of problems. 
In terms of whether it is harder to learn with unsupervised learners than in the 
traditional PAC setting, it seems intuitive that the restrictions imposed on the problem 
ought to mean that it is. The fact that the empirical error is unknown to the learners, 
and that they have no knowledge of their class label ought to make it far tougher to 
solve standard problems. In fact there are currently no known problems that are PAC- 
learnable but not PAC-learnable via discriminant functions. The problem of learning 
unrestricted monomials with unsupervised learners is left as an open problem as there 
are no known positive or negative results to date. 
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Appendix A 
Optical Digit Recognition 
Results obtained from the practical testing of the algorithms in Chapter 3 are to be 
found within this appendix. 
Table A. 1 shows how many of each digit appear in the training data set and in 
the test data set. 
Digit Number in Training Data Number in Test Data 
0 5923 980 
1 6742 1135 
2 5958 1032 
3 6131 1010 
4 5842 982 
5 5421 892 
6 5918 958 
7 6265 1028 
8 5851 974 
9 5949 1009 
Total 60000 10000 
Table A. 1: Breakdown of image data sets into digit labels. 
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A. 1 Distance Functions 
A. 1.1 L2 Distance 
Algorithm 9 L2 distance function. 
L2 (image I, image J) 
let d=0 
for each pixel pi in I 
let pj be the corresponding pixel in J 
d= d+ Ip: - ppl2 
let dL2 = 
Return dL2 
Figure A. 1: Algorithm to compute the L2 distance between 2 image vectors. 
The algorithm in Figure A. 1 returns the L2 distance between a pair of image 
vectors. The algorithm examines all pairs of corresponding pixels in the two images (p; 
in image I corresponds to pj in image J if the pixels have the same x and y coordinates) 
and computes the sum of the squares of the differences in values stored at the pixels 
(the difference in grey scale) and then returns the square root of this total. 
A. 1.2 Complete Hausdorf Distance 
Figure A. 2 shows the function for computing the complete Hausdorff distance between 
a pair of image vectors. Although the images are represented in grey scale, they are 
treated as binary black or white pixels in this case, with values over 5 being treated as 
shaded pixels, and those equal to or less than 5 being treated as blank. The algorithm 
then examines each shaded pixel in turn in image I, and finds the distance to the closest 
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Algorithm 10 Hausdorff distance function. 
Hausdorf f(image I, image J) 
let dmax =0 
for each pixel pi in I 
let drain = oo 
if pi is shaded (i. e. pi > 5) 
for each pixel pj in J 
if (pj is shaded AND L2(pi, pj) < drain) 
drain = L2 (Pi, pj 
if dmin > dm, ax then dmax = dmin 
for each pixel pj in J 
let drain = oo 
if pj is shaded 
for each pixel pi in I 
if (pi is shaded AND L2(p3, pi) < dnZn) 
drain = L2(p3, pz) 
if dm2n > dmax then dmax = dmin 
Return dnax 
Figure A. 2: Algorithm to compute the Hausdorff distance between 2 image vectors. 
shaded pixel in image J. The maximum of all these distances is then taken, giving the 
Hausdorff distance from I to J. The same process is then repeated in the other direction, 
and the maximum of the two values is the value returned. 
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A. 2 Tables of Results 
A. 2.1 k Nearest Neighbours Algorithm 
Tables A. 2, A. 3 and A. 4 show the results of tests run on the entire set of ten thousand 
images of handwritten digits, rounded to the nearest whole value. The true labels of the 
images are shown in each row, with the columns representing the label assigned to the 
image by the algorithm. The value vt, j, where i is the row number and j is the column 
number, represents the number of images with label i, which were classified as having 
label j, out of every 1000 images with label i processed by the algorithm. 
Image Classifications 
per 1000 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Errors 
0 993 2 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 7 
1 0 995 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 5 
2 9 8 956 6 1 0 2 16 2 0 44 
3 0 2 4 955 1 21 0 9 4 4 45 
True 4 1 9 0 0 954 0 3 4 1 27 46 
Label 5 2 1 0 19 2 951 10 1 6 8 49 
6 5 2 1 0 2 5 984 0 0 0 16 
7 0 19 4 2 4 0 0 962 0 9 38 
8 9 5 6 22 4 18 3 4 918 10 82 
9 1 5 1 7 13 5 1 9 1 957 43 
Average misclassi fication error per 1 000 images 39 
Table A. 2: 1 Nearest Neighbour algorithm - Classification results. 
For example, out of every 1000 images of the digit 8 processed by the algorithm 
using 1 nearest neighbour (Table A. 2), 18 were classified with label 5. 
The final column, Errors, shows the number of misclassifications made by the 
algorithm in every 1000 tests, which is equivalent to 1000 - vii for any row i. At the 
foot of the table, the Average misclassification error per 1000 images is not equivalent 
to the average of the error values in the final column as the distribution of samples over 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Errors 
0 994 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 6 
1 0 999 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
2 11 16 949 3 1 0 1 16 4 0 51 
3 1 3 4 964 1 14 0 9 2 2 36 
True 4 1 13 0 0 951 0 6 4 0 24 49 
Label 5 6 2 0 11 3 963 6 1 1 7 37 
6 6 3 0 0 4 3 983 0 0 0 17 
7 0 24 4 0 2 0 0 961 0 9 39 
8 11 4 6 21 8 17 4 5 919 4 81 
9 3 7 2 9 10 3 1 18 2 945 55 
Average misclassi fication error per 1 000 images 37 
Table A. 3: 3 Nearest Neighbours algorithm - Classification results. 
Image Classifications 
per 1000 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Errors 
0 994 1 1 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 6 
1 0 998 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
2 12 19 944 3 2 0 1 16 4 0 56 
3 0 3 2 963 1 15 1 10 2 3 37 
True 4 2 11 0 0 951 0 6 5 1 23 49 
Label 5 7 1 0 12 2 966 4 1 1 4 34 
6 7 3 0 0 3 2 984 0 0 0 16 
7 0 29 3 0 4 0 0 954 0 10 46 
8 12 5 5 18 7 22 5 4 915 6 85 
9 5 7 4 9 9 4 1 16 1 944 56 
Average misclassi fication error per 1 000 images 38 
Table A. 4: 5 Nearest Neighbours algorithm - Classification results. 
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A. 2.2 Unsupervised Learners Algorithms 
Tables A. 5, A. 6 and A. 7 show the results of using the kernel algorithm (with L2 metric) 
to classify the set of ten thousand images of digits, rounded to the nearest whole value. 
The results in this section are in the same format as those in Section A. 2.1. 
Image Classifications 
per 1000 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Errors 
0 993 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 7 
1 0 995 3 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 5 
2 9 8 956 6 1 0 2 16 2 0 44 
3 0 2 4 955 1 21 0 9 4 4 45 
True 4 1 9 0 0 954 0 3 4 1 27 46 
Label 5 2 1 0 19 2 951 10 1 6 8 49 
6 5 2 1 0 2 5 984 0 0 0 16 
7 0 19 4 2 4 0 0 962 0 9 38 
8 9 5 6 22 4 18 3 4 918 10 82 
9 1 5 1 7 13 5 1 9 1 957 43 
Average misclassi fication error per 1 000 images 37 
Table A. 5: Normal Distribution kernels (measured by L2 distance, using standard devi- 
ation of 1000) - Classification results. 
Tables A. 8, A. 9 and A. 10 show the average likelihoods, u; 3, of an image of 
digit i belonging to the class with label j, as estimated by the algorithm (to 3 decimal 
places). The true labels of the images are shown in the rows, and the classifications 
given to the image by the algorithm are displayed in the columns, with the values in the 
table representing the average probability of the images being assigned each of the ten 
possible labels by the algorithm. For example, over all of the images in the data set of 
ten thousand, the algorithm using Normal Distribution kernels with a standard deviation 
of 1000 (see Table A. 8) gave an average likelihood of 0.013 that an image with label 9 
should be assigned label 4, and a likelihood of 0.028 that an image with label 4 should 




0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Errors 
0 993 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 0 0 7 
1 0 996 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 4 
2 9 9 954 6 1 0 2 16 3 0 46 
3 0 3 3 955 1 20 0 10 4 4 45 
True 4 1 12 0 0 953 0 3 4 1 25 47 
Label 5 2 2 0 16 2 955 9 1 4 8 45 
6 5 3 0 0 3 5 983 0 0 0 17 
7 0 26 4 2 4 0 0 953 0 11 47 
8 9 5 5 23 4 20 3 4 918 9 82 
9 2_ 18 1 7 12 5 1 11 1 952 48 
Average misclassi fication error per 1 000 images 38 
Table A. 6: Normal Distribution kernels (measured by L2 distance, using standard devi- 
ation of 2000) - Classification results. 
Image Classifications 
per 1000 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Errors 
0 990 1 1 0 0 1 6 1 0 0 10 
1 0 998 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 
2 11 53 906 2 2 0 0 21 5 0 94 
3 0 23 1 949 1 10 0 10 3 4 51 
True 4 1 39 0 0 916 0 7 3 0 34 84 
Label 5 2 27 0 11 1 933 10 3 2 10 67 
6 7 9 0 0 2 3 978 0 0 0 22 
7 0 56 2 0 2 0 0 920 0 19 80 
8 9 32 3 14 4 17 4 8 897 10 103 
9 5 19 1 7 7 3 1 17 0 941 59 
Average misclassi fication error per 1 000 images 57 
Table A. 7: Normal Distribution kernels (measured by L2 distance, using standard devi- 
ation of 4000) - Classification results. 
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Average Likelihood of Classification 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0.992 0.001 0.001 0 0 0.002 0.003 0.001 0 0 
1 0 0.995 0.003 0 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0 0 
2 0.009 0.007 0.956 0.006 0.001 0 0.002 0.017 0.002 0 
3 0 0.002 0.003 0.956 0.001 0.021 0 0.009 0.004 0.003 
4 0.001 0.009 0 0 0.953 0 0.003 0.004 0.001 0.028 
5 0.002 0.001 0 0.019 0.002 0.952 0.010 0.001 0.005 0.007 
6 0.005 0.002 0.001 0 0.003 0.005 0.984 0 0 0 
7 0 0.020 0.004 0.002 0.004 0 0 0.961 0 0.009 
8 0.009 0.005 0.006 0.022 0.004 0.021 0.003 0.004 0.916 0.010 
9 0.001 0.005 0.001 0.007 0.013 0.005 0.001 0.012 0.001 0.953 
Average N egative Log-Likelihood 0.743 
Table A. 8: Normal Distribution kernels (measured by L2 distance, using standard devi- 
ation of 1000) - Likelihoods of labels. 
Average Likelihood of Classification 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0.991 0.001 0.001 0 0 0.001 0.004 0.001 0 0 
1 0 0.996 0.002 0 0 0.001 0.001 0 0 0 
2 0.009 0.010 0.952 0.006 0.001 0 0.002 0.018 0.003 0 
3 0 0.003 0.003 0.953 0.001 0.021 0 0.010 0.006 0.004 
4 0.001 0.012 0 0 0.943 0 0.004 0.005 0.001 0.034 
5 0.002 0.003 0 0.020 0.002 0.950 0.010 0.001 0.005 0.007 
6 0.005 0.004 0 0 0.003 0.005 0.983 0 0 0 
7 0 0.027 0.004 0.002 0.004 0 0 0.950 0 0.013 
8 0.008 0.006 0.005 0.022 0.004 0.021 0.003 0.006 0.917 0.009 
9 0.002 0.007 0.001 0.006 0.015 0.005 0.001 0.020 0.001 0.942 
Average N egative Log-Likelihood 0.203 
Table A. 9: Normal Distribution kernels (measured by L2 distance, using standard devi- 
ation of 2000) - Likelihoods of labels. 
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Average Likelihood of Classification 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0.983 0.001 0.001 0.001 0 0.003 0.009 0.002 0.001 0 
1 0 0.988 0.002 0.001 0.001 0 0.002 0.003 0.001 0.001 
2 0.014 0.061 0.873 0.009 0.003 0.001 0.003 0.026 0.007 0.002 
3 0.001 0.029 0.006 0.889 0.002 0.033 0.002 0.013 0.014 0.010 
4 0.001 0.036 0.001 0.001 0.827 0.001 0.009 0.017 0.002 0.105 
5 0.005 0.0027 0 0.039 0.005 0.877 0.016 0.006 0.010 0.015 
6 0.010 0.014 0.001 0 0.005 0.008 0.960 0 0.001 0.001 
7 0 0.061 0.004 0.002 0.011 0 0 0.868 0.001 0.052 
8 0.009 0.041 0.009 0.039 0.009 0.035 0.008 0.013 0.813 0.024 
9 0.004 0.020 0.002 0.008 0.062 0.006 0.002 0.072 0.004 0.820 
Average N egative Log-Likelihood 0.188 
Table A. 10: Normal Distribution kernels (measured by L2 distance, using standard 




Section B. 1 demonstrates the necessity of a bound on the expected length of strings 
generated by the target automaton when learning a PDFA in terms of KL-divergence. 
Section B. 2 gives details of the method of smoothing from an approximated distribu- 
tion under Ll distance to a close approximation under KL-divergence as discussed in 
Section 5.7. 
B. 1 Necessity of Upper Bound on Expected Length of a 
String When Learning Under KL-Divergence 
We show that in order to learn a PDFA with respect to KL-Divergence, an upper bound 
on the expected length of string output by the target PDFA must be known. 
Observation 41 Consider the target automaton A, shown in Figure B. 1. 
Suppose we wish to construct, with probability at least 1-5, a distribution DI, 
such that I(DAIIDH) < C. using a finite sample of strings generated by DA. There is 
no algorithm that achieves this using a sample size that depends only on e and S. 
Proof: A outputs the string a with probability 1-C, and outputs a string of the form 
b(a)*b with probability C. 
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Figure B. 1: Target PDFA A. 
Suppose an algorithm draws a sample S (from DA) from which it is to construct 
DH, with ISI =f (F, S). Let = 2. S 
be the probability that a random string is 
of the form b(a)b. Notice that S will be composed (entirely or almost entirely) of 
observations of string a Therefore there is no way that the algorithm can accurately 
gauge the probability (' (see Figure B. 1). 
For iEN let Pi be a probability distribution over the length f of output strings, 
where Pi (I) = (1-O and over all values of e greater than 1 the distribution is a discrete 
exponential distribution defined as follows. 
An infinite sequence {nl, ri, l, ... 
} exists (see Observation 42), such that I'i has 
a probability mass of , ilI5a 
(half of the probability of generating a string of length greater 
than 1) over the interval {1, ..., n, 1 
}, P> has probability mass of over the interval 
{ni + 1, ..., rig}, and 





denote the string bcc(t-2) b (with length f). Given any distribution' 
D11, for any 0 -- W<I there exists an interval !A_ Ink__ 1+1, ..... nA. 
} such that 
E Dpi (. ye) < w. 
e( 
-IA 
To lower-bound the KL-divergence, we now redistribute the probability distribu- 
tion of I)fj in order to minimise the incurred KL-divergence (from the true distribution 
'Note that this is a representation independent result - the distribution need not be generated by an 
automaton. 
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DA), subject only to the condition that Ik still contains at most w of the probability 
mass. In order to minimise the KL divergence, by a standard convexity argument, the 
algorithm must distribute the probability in direct proportion to DA. 
Vg E Ik " 
DH(e) 





" DA(Q) 1- a 
It follows that the KL-divergence can be written in terms of ISI and w in the following 
way: 
I (DAI I DH) =E DA(sr). log 
DA(st) 
LEIN 
DH (s1) / 
1 
q'ý 
=E DA(se). 1og 
1 (4Ilw) 
+E DA(s ). log 







(-2log(ISI) - log(es)) + log 
(i_ 
4151) 
Suppose that w< 2-2(Isl(E-tog(i-4-))+tog(isl)) It follows that: 
















) 21SI -I- 




It has been shown that for any specified e, given any hypothesis distribution D11, 
an exponential distribution DA exists such that I(DAIIDH) > e. 0 
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Observation 42 Given any positive integer ns >1 in the domain of string lengths, an 
exponential probability distribution exists such that at least 4S of the probability mass 
lies in the range {na + 1, ..., ni+l}. 
Proof: If we look at strings of length greater than 1, then given some value ni, there 
is some exponential distribution over these strings such that there exists an interval 
{ni + 1, ..., n=+1} containing 
half of the probability mass of the distribution. 
For an automaton A' (of a form similar to Figure B. 1), the probability of an 
output string having a length greater than 1 is 2S. Let 
P6 =e-1 for those strings 
with Q>1 (where . 
fib represents the number of characters following the initial b), and 
let sib represent the string starting with b which has length e. For any value of n2, we 
can create a distribution: 
Ds1 
In ý sý 
exp _ 
In ý) 
Q. A e° = 
(j) 
ns +1 ni+ 1 
A fraction 8S of the probability mass 
lies in the interval {2, ..., n; }. There exists a 
value ni+l = [(ni + 1) (ln(4)/In (3))l such that at least TM 1 of the probability mass 
lies in the interval {ni + 1, ..., ni+l}. Q 
B. 2 Smoothing from Li Distance to KL-Divergence 
We define DA,,, to be the set of deterministic automata with a finite number n states. 
DAn is the set of all members of DA,, which are complete graphs. Given alphabet E 
of symbols labelling transitions between states, it can be seen that JDAc 1< nlEl+l 
Let PDAn,, t be the set of all probabilistic deterministic automata with n states, 
where the probability associated with each transition has a binary representation with 
Q bits2. If each probability associated with a transition is represented by a bit string of 
length t, and there are no more than njEt transitions in a deterministic automaton, then 
2Note that an incomplete PDA A; has an equivalent complete PDA Ac, where each edge in A, 
which is not in A has a probability of zero associated with it. 
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for any automata Ax E DAS, there are no more than (2t)"IEl automata with the same 
structure (states and transitions) in PDAn, t. Therefore, IPDAn, tl < 2n EIt. nIEl+l 
We adapt the method of [13] to show that agnostic PAC-learnability of distribu- 
tions generated from automata in PDAn, t in terms of L1 distance implies learnability 
in terms of KL-divergence. 
Lemma 43 A probability distribution D over outputs of automata AE PDAn, t is 
learnable under KL-divergence in the agnostic PAC framework if it is agnostic PAC- 
learnable under Li distance. 
Proof: Let D be a distribution over outputs from automata AE PDA,,, t, and let A 
be an algorithm which takes an input set S (where ISI is polynomial in 1/c, 1/5, n, JEJ 
and 1/µ) of samples generated i. i. d. from distribution D, and with probability at least 
1-Ö returns a distribution 17 such that Li(D, b) < c. 
Let ý= c2(12n! EIt)-1. We define A' such that with probability at least 1-b 
A' returns distribution D', where L1(D, D') < C. Algorithm A runs A with a sample 
S', where IS'l is polynomial in 1/a, 1/8, n, IEJ and 1/µ (and it should be noted that 
A' is still polynomial in 1/c, 1/5 and 1/n). 
We define DA to be the distribution over outputs of automaton A and Dn, t to 
be the unweighted mixture of the distributions over outputs of automata in PDAn, t, 
Dn, l(s) = JPDAn, IL-1 EAEPDA,,, I 
DA(')* 
Now let D"(s) = (1 - ý)D'(s) +. Dn, t(s). It follows that Li(D', D") < 2ý. 
With probability at least 1-b, L1(D, D') < C, and therefore with probability at least 
1- 5, L1(D, D") < ý. 
Let S< = is E E*ID"(s) < D(s)}. Members of S< contribute positively to 
I (DII D"). Therefore 
I(DIIDýý) < D(s) log 
\Dý(ý )/ sES< 
= (D(s) - D"(s)) log 
(D" 
S) 






We have shown that Li(D, D") < 3C, so EsEs,, (D(s)-D"(s)) < 3C. Analysing 
the first term in Equation B. 1, it can be seen that 
1: (D(s) - D"(s)) log 
(D D(s) 







Note that for all sE E*, D"(s) > ýIPDA,,, 1L-1. It follows that 







sES< l\ () / JJJ l 
=1og(n1El+l) + njElt - log(C). 
Examining the second term in Equation B. 1, 
Z D"(s) log 
(DII(s)/ 




where h9 = D(s) - D"(s), which is a positive quantity for all sE S<. Due to the 
concavity of the logarithm function, it follows that 
D"(s) log 
(D "(s) + he ): 5 Z D//(s)he 
[_(1o(xfl] 
$ES< 




Therefore, I(DIID") < 3ý(1 + log(nlEl+l) + njEl¬ - log(C)). For values of 
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